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INTRODUCTION 
Shafarevich [21] has shown that any finite solvable group G can be 
realized as a Galois group over the field Q of rational numbers. 
Thompson [24] has recently proved that any finite solvable group G all of 
whose Sylow subgroups are abelian, or any finite group G which is 
nilpotent of class 2, can occur as the Galois group for a regular extension 
over the function field Q(x) (x an indeterminate). Their arguments, 
however, do not yield explicit examples of polynomials. There seems to be 
a big difference between general existence theorems and actual construc- 
tions. 
The purposes of this paper are 
( 1) to prove characterization theorems for polynomials of prime degree 
p 2 5 over Q with Frobenius groups G of degree p as Galois groups, and 
(2) to give a constructive proof for the realization of Frobenius groups 
G of prime degree p 3 5 as Galois groups; more precisely, to construct 
generic families of polynomials with Frobenius Galois groups G of degree p. 
In this connection, it should be mentioned that Sonn [23] has proved a 
general existence theorem for Frobenius groups in general as Galois groups 
over CL 
Recall that a Frobenius group G of prime degree p > 5 is a transitive sub- 
group of the symmetric group S, of degree p, such that any element in G 
different from the identity has at most one fixed point, and that there exists 
an element in G apart from the identity that has a fixed point. Such a 
group G is identified with a subgroup of the group of affine transformations 
on the prime field [F, of p elements, that is, G E Aff([F,) = 
{x-+cx+d~d~[F,,c~(Fp*} where [F, * denotes the multiplicative group of 
IF,. Therefore, a Frobenius group G of degree p is just the semi-direct 
product IF, XI H with H a unique subgroup of Ez of order 11 p - 1. We use 
the notation F,, = F,,, for the Frobenius group of degree p and of order pl, 
lJp-I. 
We now describe the contents of the paper. 
In Section I, we give a criterion characterizing a manic irreducible 
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polynomial of prime degree p> 5 over Q with a Frobenius group Fpl, 
11 p - 1 as a Galois group over Q, by making use of geometry of F,, as well 
as properties of Fp, as a permutation group of degre p. These are for- 
mulated in Section 1.2, and proofs are given in Section 1.3. We should 
remark that these are characterization theorems, and therefore are useful 
for testing whether a manic irreducible polynomial of prime degree p > 5 
over Q has the prescribed Frobenius group F,,,,, 1 I p - 1 as Galois group or 
not; however, they are not effective for actual constructions. 
In Section II, characterization theorems are further illuminated for 
polynomials over Q with Frobenius groups Fp,, I I p - 1 of prime degree 
p G 11 as Galois groups. In fact, we prove, more generally, characterization 
theorems for polynomials over Q with transitive permutation groups of 
prime degree p 6 11 as Galois groups. We obtain a parametric family of 
quintic polynomials with Galois group FzO, on the basis of Weber’s work. 
Discussions on polynomials with dihedral Galois groups are also included 
here, as the sequel to the paper by Jensen and Yui [lS]. Further examples 
of polynomials over Q with Galois group D, = Fzp for primes p < 19 are 
presented. 
In Section III, we give a constructive proof for the realization of 
Frobenius groups Fp,, I 1 p - 1 of prime degree p > 5 as Galois groups over 
Q, as well as over the function field Q(Y) over Q. In particular, we con- 
struct a generic family of polynomials with Galois group Fpcp- ,j,2 (p = 3 
(mod 4)), using the pth Chebyshev polynomial, T,(X), of the first kind. 
Recall that 7’,(x) is a solution of the first kind of the pth Chebyshev dif- 
ferential equation ( 1 - x2) y” - XJ~’ + p2y = 0. T,(x) satisfies the equation 
cos .Y = T,,(cos(x/p)), and it is an integral polynomial of degree p of the 
form: 
2p-Jxp~2+ . . 
2P-‘2’+l’xPv2i+ . . . -pxEqx], 
A generic family of polynomials having Fpcpp 1J,2 (p = 3 (mod 4)) as its 
Galois group is constructed as follows: Let 
G,(x; u, u) = (u’+ pu2)““Tp(x/,,/~) 
- u(u’+ pu2)(p~‘)‘2 E Q(u, u)[x] 
(u, u indeterminates). Then Gal( G,/Q( u, u)) E F,,, _ i M2. Furthermore, for 
this class of polynomials, we have an effective Hilbert irreducibility 
theorem; in fact, for any pair (r, S) E H* with p 4 rs, G,(x; r, s) is irreducible 
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in Q [xl, and consequently Gal(G,/Q) g F,,(,, , ,,*. A p-adic version of this 
theorem is also proved. Explicit examples of polynomials over Q with 
Galois groups F,, (p = 7) and F,, (p = 1 1 ), respectively, are constructed. 
In Section IV, we collect results on Frobenius fields of degree pl, 11 p - 1 
over Q, as well as over function fields over Q (p a prime 2 5). We show 
that there exists a Frobenius field of degree pl, I 1 p - 1 over Q in which p is 
regular and is the only ramified finite prime, if and only if ( p - 1 )/I is odd. 
We construct a generic quintic polynomial F(x; U, u) over the function field 
Q(u, u) with Galois group F,,, and prove that the Frobenius field defined 
by F(x; U, u) is a regular extension of Q(u, u) (that is, Q is algebraically 
closed in this Frobenius field). We describe explicitly the fields associated 
to the Frobenius field defined by F(x; U, l), thereby answering the 
questions raised by John G. Thompson (in a private communication). (We 
should remark that the Frobenius field defined by the polynomial 
G,(x; U, u) with Galois group F,,,- Ij,z (p = 3 (mod 4)) is not a regular 
extension of Q(u, v).) 
This paper has grown out of our research on the suggestion of H. 
Zassenhaus that the characterization theorems proved for polynomials with 
dihedral Galois group D, (p a prime 25) in Jensen and Yui [ 151 may be 
generalized to polynomials with Frobenius Galois groups FP,, 11 p - 1 of 
prime degree p 2 5. 
Many of the results of this paper were announced in C. R. Math. Rep. 
Acad. Sci 7, No. 3 (1985), 171-175. 
Our notations are standard. However, some may warrant explanations. 
For a set S (resp. a group G), 1st (resp. JGl ) denotes its cardinality 
(resp. order). 
For natural numbers n, m such that n >m, (;) denotes the binomial 
coefficient. 
For a rational prime p, [F,, C,, and Q, denote, respectively, the finite 
field of p elements, the pth cyclotomic field over Q and the field of p-adic 
rational numbers. The notation Z, stands for the cyclic group of order p. 
If F is a field, F* denotes its multiplicative group F- (0). For a natural 
number n, F (resp. F*n) denotes the set { ~1” ( o! E F} (resp. { cP I c1 E F* I). 
If f(x) E F[x] is a polynomial of degree n over a field F, Gal(f/F) 
denotes the Galois group of the splitting field off(x) over F, and is called 
the Galois group of f(x) over F. Disc(f) stands for the discriminant 
of f(x). If P is an extension field of F, then Disc(F/F) denotes the (field) 
discriminant of P over F. 
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I. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS OF POLYNOMIALS 
WITH FROBENIUS GROUPS 
OF PRIME DEGREE AS GALOIS GROUPS 
DEFINITION. Let p be a rational prime 35. A permutation group G on a 
set S with ISI = p is called a Frobenius group of degree p, if and only if G is 
a transitive subgroup of the symmetric group S, of degree p and 
G,:={gEGIga=a}#(l} for all a~& but Gu,h=(Go)b={l} for all 
a, b E S, a # b. 
I. 1. Preliminary Results 
The structure of a Frobenius group G of prime degree p k 5 is described 
by a theorem of Galois. 
LEMMA (1.1.1). Let G be a transitive permutation group of prime degree 
p 3 5. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G has a unique p-Sylow subgroup. 
(ii) G is solvable. 
(iii) G is identified with a subgroup of the group of one-dimensional 
affine transformations on IF,: Aff([F,) = {x + cx + d 1 dE [F,, c E [F,*}. 
(iv) G is a Frobenius group of degree p. 
Proof See, e.g., Huppert [12, p. 1631. 
The afine transformation group Aff([F,) is just the semi-direct product 
[F, x1 IF;. By Lemma (I. 1.1 ), any Frobenius group of degree p is identified 
with a subgroup of Aff(lF,), that is, a semi-direct product [F, >Q H where H 
is a subgroup of [F,*. If (HI = 1 with 11 p - 1, the Frobenius group [F, >a H is 
denoted by the symbol FpI = F/r,. If I= 2, Fzp is the dihedral group D,. (If 
I= 1, F,, is interpreted as the cyclic group Z,, though Z, is not a Frobenius 
group of degree p.) 
As a permutation group acting on p elements, a Frobenius group Frt of 
degree p and of order pl, I< p - 1 is a l- but not 2-transitive; while the 
Frobenius group F,,Cp _ ,) = Aff( E,) is sharply 2-transitive. 
Conversely, these properties characterize completely Frobenius groups of 
prime degree p as permutation groups. 
LEMMA (1.1.2). Let G be a permutation group of prime degree p > 5. 
Then the following assertions hold true: 
(a) (Burnside with a proof by Wielandt) Zf G is l- but not 2-transi- 
tive, then G is a Frobenius group Fr,,, I< p - 1. 
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(b) (Zassenhaus) If G is sharp1.v 2-transitive, then G is the Frohenius 
group F,, p ~ 1 j = Aff( Ep). 
Proof: (a) See Passman [20, p. 531. 
(b) See Zassenhaus [31], or Passman [20, p. 2591, or Huppert and 
Blackburn [ 13, p. 4231. 
We note that the Frobenius group F,,,- ,,,> is a subgroup of the alter- 
nating group A, of degree p; however, the Frobenius group 
F nCpp i, = Aff(IF,) is not a subgroup of A,. 
In order to formulate our characterization theorems, we need the follow- 
ing technical results. 
LEMMA (1.1.3) (Kurvatov [17], Jensen and Yui [15]; Girstmair 
[9]). Let f(x) E Q[x] be an irreducible polynomial of prime degree p >/ 5, 
and let (ai1 i = l,..., p} be its roots in its splitting field, M, over Q. Then the 
roots admit only a trivial Q-linear relation, that is, 
c,a,+c,a,+ ... +c,a,d& C,EQ for all i 
tf and only if 
q=c*= ... =c 
P’ 
Proof See Kurvatov [17] or Jensen and Yui [15]. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma (1.1.3) we have the following 
useful result for the subsequent discussions. 
COROLLARY (1.1.4). With the notations of Lemma (1.1.3) in force, 
algebraic numbers ai, + cliz + ... + aiS with 1 < i, < i2 < ... < i, f p are all 
distinct. 
Consequently, there is a l-l correspondence between the set 
{a,,+a;,+ ... + ai, 1 1 < i, < i, < . . < i, < p }, and the unordered set of s- 
pfes of natural numbers {(iI, i,,..., i,)] 1 <i, <i,< ... <i,fp). 
DEFINITION-LEMMA (1.1.5) (cf., Erbach, et al. [5]). Letf(x)EQ[x] be 
a manic irreducible polynomial of prime degree p > 5, and let (ai 1 i = l,..., p> 
be its roots in its splitting field, M, over Q. Taking the sums of s 
(l<s<(p-1)/2) distinct roots of f(x), form the set {a,,+a,+ ... + 
ais 1 1 d i, < i, < *me < i, < p) of cardinality (f) = p!/s!( p -s)!, and dejine the 
polynomial 
Then P(,)(X) is a polynomial defined over Q of degree ( f) having distinct 
roots for’each s (1 < s < (p - 1)/2). 
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Proof The fact that P 
(3 
(x) has distinct roots follows from 
Corollary (1.1.4). P(!)( x is defined over Q, as all its coefficients are ) 
expressed in terms of the elementary symmetric functions of the roots of 
f(x). 
Concerning the Galois group of the polynomial P(p)(x) for each 
s = l,..., (p - 1)/2, we have the following result. s 
PROPOSITION (1.1.6). (Cf. Erbach, et al. [4].) Let f(x)E Q[x] be a 
manic irreducible polynomial of prime degree p > 5, and let M be its splitting 
field over Q. Let P 
(9 
(x) (1 d s 6 (p - 1)/2) be the polynomial defined 
in Definition-Lemma (1.1.5). Then the splitting field of P 
(5 
(x) over Q is 
equal to M for each s. (Zf P (x) is reducible over Q, then each irreducible 
(.f). 
factor of P(r,)(x) has the spbttmgfield A4 for every s.) 
Consequerkly, each irreducible factor of P( r)(x) has the same Galois group 
as Gal(f/Q) = Gal(M/Q). s 
Proof Proof is by induction on s. If s = 1, the assertion is trivially true, 
so assume that s > 1 and that the assertion holds true for s - 1. Consider 
the polynomial P (x). The roots of this polynomial are given by the set 
c %, + uiz + 
(9 
... +cx,~~,+cr,~Il<i,< ... <i,Yp,<i,V<p}. Put Ps-,= 
Ui, + ” + @Ii,-, for a fixed unordered (s - 1 )-ple (i,, iz ,.., i, , ). Then the 
splitting field of P 
($7 
(x) over Q contains elements of the form /I+ 1 + CL, 
and /I- 1 + c$. Hence it contains a non-zero multiple of cliT and hence 
cljS itself. This implies that the splitting field of P 
(;I 
(x) contains the 
splitting field A4 of f(x) over Q. The converse imphcation is obvious. 
Hence P( :) (x) has the same splitting field A4 as f(x) over Q for every s 
(1 d s < (p - 1)/2). Consequently, Gal( P( r)/O) = Gal(M/Q) = Gal(flQ) 
for every s (1 dsd(p- 1)/2). 
s 
1.2. Characterization Theorems of Polynomials with Frobenius Groups of 
Prime Degree as Galois Groups 
In this section, we formulate the characterization theorems of 
polynomials over Q with Frobenius Galois groups of prime degree p: Fp,, 
lip- 1. 
THEOREM (1.2.1). Let p be a rational prime > 5. Let f(x) E Q[x] be a 
manic irreducible polynomial of degree p, and let { ui 1 i = l,..., p} be its roots 
641:24;3-5 
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in its splitting field, M, over Q. Let P 
(9 
(x) (s = 2, 3) be the polynomials 
defined in Definition-Lemma (I. 1.5). 
(a) Suppose that Disc(f) is a square, i.e., Disc(f)E Q*. Then 
Gal(f/Q) is solvable tf and only if, either P 
(5) 
(x) is reducible in Q[x], or 
P(,)(x) remains irreducible over Q and P(,)(x) factors into a product of at 
leak three distinct manic irreducible polynimials over Q. 
(b) Suppose that Disc(f) is not a square, i.e., Disc(f) 4 Q2. Then 
Gal(f/Q) is solvable if and only if, either P 
(2) 
(x) is reducible in Q[x], or 
P(,)(x) remains irreducible over Q and P(,)(x) factors into a product of at 
leak two distinct manic irreducible polynomials over Q. 
For rational primes p > 13, Theorem (1.2.1) may be formulated in a 
unified form as follows. 
THEOREM (1.2.2). Suppose that p is a rational prime > 13. Let f(x) E 
Q [x] be a manic irreducible polynomial of degree p. Then Gal( f/Q) is 
solvable zf and only if, either P(,)(x) is reducible in Q[x], or P(r)(x) 
remains irreducible over Q and P2 ($)(X)f t ac ors into a product of at ?east 
three distinct manic irreducible polynomials over Q. 
(The cases of small primes p = 5, 7, and 11 will be discussed in detail in 
Sections 11.2, 11.3, and II.4 below, respectively.) 
Finer characterization theorems are formulated as follows. 
THEOREM (1.2.3). Let f(x)EQ[x] be a manic polynomial of prime 
degreep25, andlet {aili=l,..., p} be its roots in its splitting field, M, over 
Q: 
(a) Let F,, = IF, x H c Aff( lFp) be a Frobenius group of degree p and of 
order pl where H is the unique subgroups of [FT of order 1, 1~ p - 1 such that 
HA - 1 mod p (resp. H 3 - 1 mod p). Then the necessary conditions for 
Gal( f/Q) z F,, are given as follows: 
(i) f(x) is irreducible over Q, and 
(ii) 
distinct 
P(.?)(x) factors into a product of (p - 1)/21 (resp. (p - 1)/1) 
manic trreducible polynomials of degree pl (resp. ~112) over Q. 
(b) Conversely, suppose that 
(i) f(x) is irreducible over Q, and that 
(ii) 
over Q. 
P($)(x) has a nontrivial factor of degree t (1 < t < p(p - 1)/2) 
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Then t = pl with some I < (p - 1)/2, and all other factors of P(r)(x) have 
the same degree pl so that 11 (p - 1)/2. Furthermore, Gh(f/Q) z 
F,,, = IF, >Q H’ where H’ is the unique subgroup of IF,* with IH’I = 1 and 
H’ $ - 1 mod p, or Gal(f/Q) z F+r = IF, >a H’ where H’ is the unique sub- 
group of Ep* with IZZ’I = 21 and H’ 3 - 1 mod p. 
(For I= 1 and 2, the assertions of Theorem (1.2.3) were proved in [ 151.) 
THEOREM (1.2.4). Let p be a rational prime 2 5, and let f (x) E Q[x] be a 
manic polynomial of degree p. Suppose that f (x) is irreducible over Q with a 
square discriminant (i.e., Disc(f) E a’), and that P 
Q. Then Gal(flQ) s FpCpp 1J,2 
($1 
(x) is irreducible over 
exactly when P 
(5) 
(x) is a product of at least 
three distinct manic irreducible polynomials of degree > 1 over Q. More 
precisely, Gal( f/O) z FpCp - 1 j,2 exactly in the following cases: 
(a) Zf p = 1 (mod 12), P 
($1 
(x) is a product of two distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/4, and two distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/6, and ( p - 7)/3 distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/2 over Q. 
(b) Zf p- 5 (mod 12), P 
($1 
(x) is a product of two distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/4, and (p - 5)/3 distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/2 over Q. 
(c) Zf p- 7 (mod 12), P 
(4) 
(x) is a product of two distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/6, and (p - 4)/3 distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials of degree p( p - 1)/2 over Q. 
(d) Zf p- 11 (mod 12), P(,)(x) is a product of (p- 2)/3 distinct 
manic irreducible polynomials of digree p( p - I)/2 over Q. 
THEOREM (1.2.5). Let p be a rational prime > 5, and let f (x) E Q [x] be a 
manic polynomial of degree p. Suppose that f(x) is irreducible over Q with a 
non-square discriminant (i.e., Disc(f) $ CD*), and that P($)(x) is irreducible 
over Q. Then Gal(f/Q) 2 FpCp- 1j exactly when P 
(“) 
(x) is u product of at 
least two distinct manic irreducible polynomials of d,ree > 1 over Q. 
More precisely, Gal(f/Q) E FpCp- ,, exactly in the folowing cases: 
(a) Zf p - 1 (mod 3), P p (x) 
polynomial of degree p( p - 1 jr? 
is a product of a manic irreducible 
and a manic irreducible polynomial of 
degree p( p - 1)/3, and (p - 7)/6 distinct manic irreducible polynomials of 
degree p( p - 1) over Q. 
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(b) Zfp=2 (mod 3), P({)(x) IS a product of’ a manic irreducible 
polynomial of degree p( p - 1)/2, and (p - 5)/6 distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree p( p - 1) over Q. 
(Theorem (1.25) cannot be applied for the Frobenius group FZ, ( p = 5). 
A characterization theorem of quintic polynomials with Galois group F,, 
will be discussed in Section II.2 below.) 
Remark (1.2.6). Let f(x) E O[x] be a manic irreducible polynomial of 
prime degree p > 5 with a Frobenius Galois group Fr,, II p - 1. Then each 
factor of P(p)(x) has again Fr,, 11 p - 1 as its Galois group over Q for every 
s (1 <sd (i-- 1)/2). (Cf., Proposition (1.1.6)) 
If P 
(3 
(x) has an irreducible factor, g(x), of degree p, then it is easy to 
see that g(x) is equivalent to f(x) under Tschirnhausen transformation. 
In fact, any two irreducible polynomials of prime degree over Q are 
equivalent under Tschirnhausen transformation if they have the same 
splitting field over Q with a solvable Galois group. 
As a corollary of characterization theorems of polynomials of prime 
degree p > 5 with solvable Galois groups, together with the classification 
theorem of finite simple groups, we obtain the characterization theorem of 
polynomials with Galois group A, for p E 1 (mod 4). (Cf., Lemma (II. 1.4) 
below.) 
THEOREM (1.2.7). Let p he a rational prime = 1 (mod 4). Assume that 
p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) has no solutions in prime powers q and natural number 
n E N. Let f(x)E Q[x] be a manic polynomial of degree p. Then the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for Gal( f/Q) z A, are given as follows: 
(i) f(x) is irreducible over Q, 
(ii) Disc(f) is a square, i.e., Disc(f) E Q2, and 
(iii) Pts) (x) is irreducible in Q[x]. 
(p = 29 is the first example of such a prime; perhaps, “most” primes p = 1 
(mod 4) have this property.) 
1.3. Proofs of Characterization Theorems 
We first recall the technical results characterizing permutation groups of 
prime degree p, which are needed in the subsequent discussions. 
LEMMA (1.3.1). Let G be a permutation group of prime degree p 2 5. 
Then the following assertions hold true: 
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(a) G has a Sylow p-subgroup P of order p, whose normalizer in G is 
the Frobenius group Fpl, 11 p - 1 with the Frobenius kernel P, and 
IGI =pl(l +kp)for some kEN. 
(b) (Burnside) Zf G is insolvable, then G is 2-transitive. In particular, 
any non-cyclic simple group of degree p is 2-transitive. 
(c) IfG is 2- but not 3-transitive, then G contains one of the following 
groups: a sharply 2-transitive group, PSL(2, 11) (p = 11) or PSL(n, q), 
where p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) with q a prime power and n a prime. 
(d) Zf G is a simple group of degree p, then G is a subgroup of A,. 
Zn particular, the projective groups PSL(2, 11) (p = 1 l), and PSL(n, q) 
where p = (q” - l)/(q - 1) with q a prime power and n a prime, are all sub- 
groups of A,. 
Proof (a) See, e.g., Huppert [12, p. 6071. 
(b) See, e.g., Huppert and Blackburn [ 13, p. 4321. 
(c) If G is solvable, by Lemmas (I. 1.1) and (1.1.2), G is the Frobenius 
group F,,,- r). Suppose now that G is insolvable. As it has been proved in 
Feit [S], it follows from the classification theorem of linite simple groups 
that for any insolvable transitive subgroup G of S,, one of the following 
holds: 
(1) G=S, or A,, 
(2) G= PSL(2, 11) or M,, if p= 11, 
(3) G=M,, if p = 23, and 
(4) PSL(n, p) c G c PZL(n, p), where p = (q” - l)/(q- 1) with q a 
prime power and n a prime, and PZ’L(n, p) denotes the group of projective 
collineations of the projective space P(n - 1, q). 
Among these, S,, is p-transitive, A,, is ( p - 2)- but not (p - 1 )-transitive, 
M,, is sharply 4-transitive, M23 is 4-transitive and PSL(n, p) is 2- but not 
3-transitive. Thus, the assertion follows. 
(d) Suppose that G is a simple group of degree p. Assume that G is 
not a subgroup of A,. Then GA,, = S,, and we have [GA,, : A,,] = 
[S, : Ap] = 2. On the other hand, 2 = [GA, : Ap] = [G: G n Ap]. This 
implies that G n A, is a normal subgroup of G; contradicting the 
hypothesis of simplicity of G. Therefore, any simple group of degree p is a 
subgroup of A,. In particular, projective groups PSL(n, p) with n, q as 
above, are all simple groups, and hence are subgroups of A,,. 
We now prove Theorems (1.2.3), (1.2.4), and (1.2.5). 
Proof of Theorem (1.2.3). (a) Suppose that Gal(f/Q) E Fpt= [F, >a H, 
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where H is the unique subgroup Fp* of order 1, I < p - 1. Then Gal(f/Q) 
contains an element of order p acting transitively on the set of roots 
{cql i= l,..., p) of S(- x over Q. This guarantees the irreducibility of f’(x) ) 
over Q. Now we must show that P 
(4) 
(x) factors over Q as claimed. The 
roots of P(4)(.x) are given by the set {cci+ail 1 <i<j<p}. By 
Proposition (1.1.6), the splitting field of P(,)(x) is the same as the splitting 
field M off(x) over Q. Hence if we know $hat happens to ori and CL, under 
the action of Gal(f/Q)gFE;,,, we know what happens to ~,+a, as 
automorphisms preserve addition. By Corollary (1.1.4), the set of roots of 
P(.)(x) is identified with the set of unordered pairs {(i, j) 1 1 < i < j < p). 
Let Guj, denote the stabilizer of the pair (i,j) in Gal(f/Q) E F,,,. Suppose 
that 
(ci + d, cj + d) = (i, j), where CEHL(F/T, deE,,. 
Then there are two possibilities: 
Case 1. 
{$Y} which yields c = 1 and d = 0 (mod p). 
Case 2. 
{;;?;I;} which yields c z - 1 (mod p) and d = i + j (mod p). 
Now note that we have the identity 
IGal(flQ)I/JG,i.j,l = the length of orbits of (i, j). 
If H #I - 1 mod p, then lGc,,j,l = 1 (Case l), and consequently, the length of 
orbits of (i, j) is equal to pl as there are p choices for d and 1 choices for c. 
If HEI -1 mod p, then IGci.,,l =2 (Case 2), and consequently 211 and the 
length of orbits of (i, j) is equal to p1/2 as there are p choices for d and l/2 
choices for c. Therefore, the number of orbits is equal to (p - 1)/21 if 
H d - 1 mod p, and (p - 1)/l if H 3 - 1 mod p. By Galois theory, the pairs 
(i, j) and (i’, j’) belong to the same orbit if and only if the corresponding 
algebraic integers oli + uj and ~~ + 0~~ have the same minimal polynomial. 
Thus, P($)(x) factors into a product of (p-l)/21 if Hti-1 
mod p, (resp. (p - 1)/Z if H 3 -1 mod p) distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials over Q of degree pl (resp. p//2). 
(b) By (i) Gal(f/Q) is a transitive subgroup of S,. (ii) then implies 
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that Gal(JQ) acts intransitively on the set of roots of P 
($1 
(x) over Q. So 
Gal(f/Q) is a l- but not 2-transitive subgroup of S,,. Then by Burnside’s 
theorem (Lemma (1.1.2)(a)), G is identified with a Frobenius group IF, >Q H 
with some subgroup H’ of [F,*. Now let g(x)E Q[x] be a non-trivial 
irreducible factor of P(,)(x) of degree t (1 < t < p(p - 1)/2). Let (i, j) be 
the unordered pair corrkponding to a root ai + ai of g(x) in M. Then the 
length of orbits of (i, j) is equal to t. Since Gal(f/Q) contains a cycle of 
length p and it acts on the set of roots of g(x) in M, it is necessarily that 
t = pl for some 1 (1 < I < p( p - 1)/2). Moreover, if one unordered pair (i, j) 
has orbit of length pZ, then the existence of cycles of length p in Gal(flQ) 
forces that all unordered pairs corresponding to the roots of P(,)(x) must 
have orbits of the same size pl. Therefore, pl 1 p( p - 1)/2, or e&ivalently 
11 (p - 1)/2. Let G,i,j, denote the stabilizer of (i, j) in Gal(f/Q). Applying 
the same line of reasoning as in the proof of (a), we have IGCi,,,l = 1 
(resp. 2) if and only if H’ 6 -1 mod p (resp. H’ 3 -1 mod p). This holds 
true for all unordered pairs (i’, j’) corresponding to the roots of P (4)(x) in 
M. As IGal(j/Q)I = IGCi.,,l x (the length of orbits of (L j)), we conclude that 
IH’I = I or 21. Therefore, Gal(f/Q) g FDI or Fzp,. 
Proof of Theorem (1.2.4). We now consider the case thatf(x) E O[x] is 
irreducible over Q and that P 
c.3 
(X)E O[x] also remains irreducible 
over Q. Such a situation arises when (Gal(f/Q)l >p(p- 1)/2 as 
IGal(flQ)I = IGCi,,,l x p( p- 1 )/2 with G,,,,, being the stabilizer of the 
unordered pair (i, j) corresponding to a root cli + aj of P 
(5) 
(x) in M. Then 
we can deduce from Lemma (1.3.1 )(a) that for any such an unordered pair 
(6.h IG~~,j,l = Q1 +~P)/((P- 1)/2) with II P- 1. 
If P, (x) has at least three distinct factors over Q, then Gal(f/Q) cannot 
be a kt!ansitive subgroup of S By Lemma (1.1.2) and Lemma (1.3.1)(c) 
Gal(f/Q) contains one of the &lowing groups: a Frobenius group F,,: 
I I p - 1 of degree p 3 5, PSL(2, 11) (p = 11) or PSL(n, q) where 
p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) with q a prime power and n a prime. If Gal(f/Q) is 
solvable, then k = 0 in Lemma (1.3.1 )(a) and Gal(f/Q) z F,,, I 1 p - 1 and 
IGti,,,l = I/( (p - 1 )/2). This implies that Gal(f/Q) z F,,,, _ , ,,z or F,,,- I ). 
But the assumption that Disc(f) is a square eliminates Fpco- 1j as F,,,_ 1 ) is 
not a subgroup of A,. Now we show that none of the groups from Lem- 
ma (1.3.1)(c) can occur as Gal(f/Q). If Gal(f/Q)? PSL(n, q) where 
p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) with q a prime power and n a prime, we identify the 
roots {cY;/ i= l,..., p> off(x) with points of the corresponding p-point pro- 
jective space. Each unordered triple (i,j, k), 1 < i < j < k d p corresponding 
to a root of P 
(9 
(x) represents either a line or a triangle. (A triple (i, j, k) is 
a line (resp. triangle) if and only if i, j, k are collinear (resp. non-collinear).) 
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For PSL(n, q) acting on these unordered triples, standard arguments in 
linear algebra shows that two unordered triples are in the same orbit if and 
only if both of them represent lines, or both of them represent triangles. 
Consequently, for Gal(f/Q) acting on the unordered set of triples 
corresponding to the set of roots of P 
(5) 
(x), there are at most two orbits. If 
p = 11 and Gal(f/Q) = PSL(2, ll), an explicit counting of the orbits of 
PSL(2, 11) acting on the unordered set of triples {(i, j, k) 1 1 < i< 
j< k < 11 } corresponding to the roots of P (;,)(.x) = P,,,(x) shows that 
also in this case there are just two orbits (see Theorem (11.4.3)(a) below). 
Therefore, Gal(f/Q) is necessarily F,, p ~ , ,,?. 
Conversely, if Gal(f/Q ) g F,, p , ,,2, then F,, p .~ , J,2 acts intransitively on 
(x) with at least three orbits. To see this, note first 
2)/3. Recalling that F,),,, 1111 cannot fix 
p,pp i )12 acts on (p) objects with at least 
(p - 2)/3 orbits. If p 3 11, then (p - 2)/3 3 3 and consequently, P( F)(s) has 
at least three distinct manic irreducible factors of degree > 1 o:er Q. If 
p= 7, F,, acts on the set of roots of P , (x) = P,,(x) with exactly three 
orbits (see Theorem (11.3.2)(d) below). (3) 
The assertions on the number and degree of distinct manic irreducible 
factors of P(,)(u) can be proved case-by-case, by counting orbits and their 
sizes under 3the action of F,,,, ,)!? on the unordered set of triples 
((i,j, k)l 1 <i-c t J < k d p 1 corresponding to the set of roots of P( ,)(x). We 
give a proof in case (a) p = 1 (mod 12); the remaining cases are &ft to the 
reader as exercises. 
If J’(,)(x) factors as stated in (a), then we first observe that Gal(,flQ) is a 
Frobemus group of degree p. If Gal(,f;lQ) g F,,,,- , ), then P(5)(~~) contains 
a manic irreducible factor of degree p(p - 1) (see Theorem (1.2.5)(a)). If 
Gal(f/Q) g I;,, with I< (p - 1)/2, then no manic irreducible factor of 
P({)(x) has degree p(p- 1)/2 (cf., Proposition (1.1.6)). Hence Gal(fiQ) is 
necessarily F,, p f ,,z. 
Conversely, if Gal(f/Q) ? Fpc,, ~, j,z, then the stabilizer of any ordered 
triple (i, j, k), 1 < i < j< k < p corresponding to a root of P 
(4) 
(x) is either 
{ I>, Zz, or Z,. The number of unordered triples with Z, as stabilizer is 
p( p - 1)/3. To any such unordered triple, there corresponds a manic 
irreducible factor of P( p)(.~) of degree p( p - 1)/6. Therefore, there are two 
distinct such factors in ‘P(,)(x). Similarly, P(p)(.x) has two distinct manic 
irreducible factors of degrei p( p - 1)/4 associaied to unordered triples with 
Z, as stabilizer. To the remaining p( p - 1 )(p - 7)/6 unordered triples, 
there correspond irreducible factors of P( e)(.x), each of degree p( p - 1)/2, 
and the number of such factors is equal to (p - 7)/3. 
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Proof of Theorem (1.25). We employ the same line of arguments as in 
the proof of Theorem (1.2.4). 
If P(,)(x) has at least two distinct factors over Q, then Gal(f/Q) is a 2- 
but not? 3-transitive subgroup of S,. Hence by Lemma (1.1.2) and Lem- 
ma (1.3.1)(c), Gal(f/Q) is one of the following groups: F,,,- 1), PSL(2, 11) 
(p = 11) or PSL(n, q) where p = (q” - l)/(q - 1) with q a prime power and 
n a prime. But the condition Disc(f) $ Q2 excludes all the projective 
groups, as they are all subgroups of A, by Lemma (1.3.1) (d). Conse- 
quently, Gal(flQ) z Fpcp- 1J. 
The converse implication follows immediately as Fpcpp ,, is a sharply 
2-transitive subgroup of S,. 
The assertions on the number and degree of distinct manic irreducible 
factors of P($) (x) can be proved by counting orbits and their sizes under 
the action of Fpcp- 1, on the unordered set of triples {(i, j, k) 1 1 d i < 
j< k < p} corresponding to the set of roots of P (p)(x). We prove the case 
(a) p = 1 (mod 3) and leave the case (b) to the reader as an exercise. 
When p > 7, if P(,)(x) factors as stated in (a), Gal(flQ) is necessarily a 
Frobenius group of degree p. Since one of the factors of P(,)(x) has degree 
p(p - l), the order of Gal(flQ) is necessarily p( p 1 1). Therefore, 
GaUflQ) = Fpcp- l). If p= 7, P , 
(3) 
(x) has two factors. The only transitive 
subgroups of &, which by the action on the unordered set of triples 
corresponding to the roots of P , (x) 
(3) 
have just two orbits, are Fd2 and 
PSL(2,7). But PSL(2, 7) is a subgroup of A,, so that this group is 
excluded by the condition Disc(f) $ Q2. (In fact, PSL(2, 7) has two factors 
of degree 14 and 28 over Cl?; cf., Theorem (11.3.2)(b) below.) 
Conversely, if Gal(flQ) ?! Fpb( p ~ 1 ,, then it acts on the unordered set of 
triples {(i, j, k) 11 6 i < j < k 6 p} corresponding to the set of roots of 
P(,)(x) intransitively and the stabilizer of any unordered triple (i, j, k), 
12 i < j < j 6 p is either { 1 }, Z,, or Z3. The number of triples with Z3 as 
stabilizer is p( p - 1)/3, and to these triples there corresponds a manic 
irreducible factor of P 
(5) 
(x) of degree p( p - 1)/3. Similarly there are 
p( p - 1)/2 triples with Zz as stabilizer, which give rise to a manic 
irreducible factor of P 
(4) 
(x) of degree p( p - 1)/2. The remaining unordered 
triples correspond to manic irreducible factors of P ($x), each of degree 
p( p - 1 ), and there are all together (p - 7)/6 of them. 
Proof of Theorem (1.2.1). If Gal(f/Q) is solvable, Gal(f/Q) is a 
Frobenius group of degree p by Lemma (Ill), that is, Gal(flQ)z Fpl, 
II p- 1. If 1< p - 1, the assertions follow from Theorem (1.2.3)(a) and 
Theorem (1.2.4). If 1= p - 1, the assertion follows from Theorem (1.2.5). 
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Conversely, if P(,)(x) factors non-trivially over Q, Theorem (1.2.3)(b) 
claims that Gal(f/Q2) z FP, or F2p, with 1 a proper divisor of (p - 1)/2. If 
P($)(x) remains irreducible over Q and P($)(X) factors as stated in (a) 
(rev. (b)h Theorem (1.2.4) (resp. Theorem (1.2.5)) asserts that 
GW’Q) = F,, p ~ 1 )/2 (rw. F,, p , , ) In any event, Gal(f/Q) is solvable. 
Proof of Theorem (1.2.2). If p 3 13, we can conclude from the liner fac- 
torizations of P 
(5) 
(x) given in Theorem (1.2.4) and Theorem (1.2.5) that 
Gal(f/Q) is solvable if and only if P 
(5) 
(x) has at least three distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials over Q as its factors. (In fact, we have only to 
check the case GaI(f/Q) r F,,,- Ij. Theorem (1.2.5)(a) and (b) assert that 
the number of factors of P(,)(x) is equal to 1 + 1 + (p - 7)/6 if p E 1 
(mod 3), and to 1 + (p - 5)/6 $p E 2 (mod 3). When p b 13, these numbers 
are at least three.) 
Proof of Theorem (1.2.7). Necessity is clear (cf., Lemma (11.1.4) below). 
Sufficiency: Note that the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) narrow down the 
possibility for Gal(f/Q) to insolvable transitive permutation groups of 
degree p. So Gal(f/Q) is one of the groups listed in the proof of Lem- 
ma (1.3.1)(c). But Gal(f/Q) cannot be any projective groups of the form 
PSL(n, q) with p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1 ), q a prime power and n a prime, by the 
hypothesis on p. Furthermore, the assumption that p = 1 (mod 4) excludes 
PSL(2, 11) and the Mathieu groups M,, and M,,. Therefore, 
Gal( f/Q)gAA,. 
1.4. Problems and Remarks 
PROBLEM (1.4.1). Characterization theorems for polynomials over Q 
with Frobenius groups of prime power degree, or with Frobenius groups in 
general, as Galois groups. In the above discussions, we have confined our- 
selves to polynomials of prime degree p > 5 over Q, and to Frobenius 
groups of degree p: Fpl, II p - 1. Our characterization theorems of 
polynomials of degree p with Frobenius Galois groups Fp,, II p - 1 rest on 
two facts which are persistent with prime degree case, namely, 
(1) Forbenius groups Fp,, 1 I p - 1 are identified with subgroups of 
the group Aff([F,) of afIine transformations on [F,, and 
(2) the roots of an irreducible polynomial of degree p over Q admit 
only a trivial Q-linear relation. 
There might be a possible generalization of our characterization 
theorems to polynomials of prime power degree with Frobenius groups of 
prime power degree as Galois groups, or more generally, to polynomials 
with Frobenius Galois groups in general. 
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Toward a possible generalization of our results, analogous facts to (1) 
might be useful. For this and related results, confer Bruen and 
Levinger [ 1 J, Huppert [ 1 I], Passman [20] and Zassenhaus [31]. The 
property (2) is no longer true for polynomials of prime power degree (cf., 
Girstmair [ 91). 
II. POLYNOMIALS WITH FROBENIUS GROUPS 
OF DEGREE 5, 7, AND 11 AS GALOIS GROUPS 
II. 1. Technical Results 
Here we collect results of technical nature which are useful in recognizing 
polynomials of prime degree p 2 5 with Frobenius Galois groups, and also 
in the actual realization of Frobenius groups of prime degree p > 5 as 
Galois groups. 
LEMMA (11.1.1) (Weber [28, p. 6691). Letf(x) E Q[x] be an irreducible 
polynomial of prime degree p 3 5. Suppose that Gal( f/O) is solvable, then the 
number of real roots of f(x), denoted n-roots of f(x), is either 1 or p. 
LEMMA (11.1.2). Let f(x) E Q[x] be an irreducible polynomial of prime 
degree p z 5. Suppose that Gal(flQ) is of odd order, then n-roots off(x) = p. 
In particular, ifGal(f/Q) z FD,, 11 p - 1 with 2 j 1, then n-roots off(x) = p. 
COROLLARY (11.1.3). Let f(x)=xp+ax’+bEQ[x] be an irreducible 
trinomial of prime degree p 2 5 where 1 < r < p - 1. Zf Gal( f/Q) is solvable, 
then n-roots of f(x) = 1. 
Consequently, any Frobenius group Fp,, 11 p - 1 with 2 j 1 cannot be 
realized as a Galois group of a trinomial of the above form. 
Proof An an irreducible trinomial f(x) = xp + axr + b E Q[x] always 
has imaginary roots (as f (+_ co) = + co and df/dx =pxp- ’ + arx’- ’ has at 
least one real root if a < 0 and none if a > 0). We conclude that n-roots of 
f(x) = 1, if Gal(f/Q) is solvable, by Lemma (11.1.2). 
Let f(x) gQ[x] be a manic irreducible polynomial of prime degree 
p > 5. It is highly desirable to recognize when Gal(f/Q) g A, or S,. In this 
connection, we note the following facts. 
LEMMA (11.1.4) (cf., Erbach, et. al. [4], Jensen and Yui [15]; cf. also 
Theorem (1.2.7) for p = 1 (mod 4)). Let f(x) E Q[x] be a manic irreducible 
polynomial of prime degree p > 5, with a square discriminant (i.e., 
Disc(f) E Q’). For each s (1 <s < (p - 1)/2), let I’( P)(x) be the polynomial 
s 
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defined in Definition-Lemma (1.1.5). Then Gal(f/Q) 2 A, if and only !f 
P(,)(x) is irreducible over Q for every s (1 <s < (p - 1)/2). 
s 
Characterizations of polynomials of prime degree p b 5 with Galois 
group A, or S, in terms of cycle structures are given as follows. Let f(x) E 
Q[x] be a manic irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients, and let q 
be a rational prime such that q j Disc(f ). If 
f(x) = n f!(x) (mod q) 
,=I 
where f;(x)E ff,,[?r] are irreducible of degree 1; and f,(x) f fj(x) for i#,j, 
we say that f(x) (mod q) is of (cycle) type (Ii,..., 1,). We denote by 
M(1, ,..., I,) the set of rational primes defined as 
q 1 Disc(f) and f(x) (mod q) 
is of type (I, ,..., I,) 
LEMMA (11.1.5). Let f(x)ECB[x] b e a manic irreducible polynomial of 
prime degree p > 5. 
(a) (Cf., Jacobson [14, p. 2601.) Zf n-roots of f(x) = p-2, then 
Gal(f/Q) E S,. 
(b) (See Van der Waerden [26, p. 201 I.) Assume that f(x) is an 
integral polynomial. Zf M( 1, p - 1) # 0 and M(w, 2) # 0, then 
Gal(flQ) g S,. P-2 
(c) (Cf., Wielandt [30, Sect. 133.) Assume that f(x) is an integral 
polynomial. Zf M(q, I, ,..., 1,) # 0 for some prime q <p- 3 such that 
(q, 1;) = 1 for every i (2 <id t), then Gal(f/Q) r S, or A,. 
In particular, if M(2, p - 2) # 0, then Gal( f/O) E S,. 
For the realization of the Frobenius group F,,,,-, , = Aff([F,) (p a 
prime > 5), we have the following well-known fact. 
LEMMA (11.1.6). Let f(x) = xp - a E CI[x] where p is a rational prime 
>,5 and a E Q*. Assume that f(x) is irreducible over CJ. Then 
GaUflQ) z Fpcp- I). 
Proof Proof is an easy exercise on Galois theory, and is left to the 
reader. 
11.2. Quintic Polynomials with Frobenius Galois Group I;zO 
There are two Frobenius groups of degree 5, namely, F20 and D,. By 
Lemma (1.1.2), they are respectively identified with the groups of affine 
transformations on lF, : 
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F*,={x+cx+d( dEF,,cEF:) 
D,={x-+cx+dI dE[F,,cE{1,4}c[F:}. 
It is interesting to compare these characterizations with the presentations 
of F2,, and D, in terms of cycles. Let u = (12345) and p = (2354). Then 
F*o=(u,~~a~=~4=l,up=p5*), 
D, = (5, p / (r5 = (p’)’ = 1, 5p2 = p2a4). 
In this section, we shall realize F,,, as a Galois group. (For D,, see Jen- 
sen and Yui [15]. Also confer (11.2.5) below.) 
A characterization of quintic polynomials with integer coefficients having 
F2,, (resp. D,) as Galois group is given in terms of cycle structure as 
follows. 
PROPOSITION (11.2.1). Letf(x) E Q[x] b e a manic irreducible polynomial 
with integer coefficients. Then 
[ 
Ml, l,l, 1,1)#0, W5)#0, W1,2,2)#0, 
Gal(f/Q) E F20 o M(1,4) # 0, and M(I , ,..., f,) = Qr for any other _ 
partition (I, ,..., Ii) of 5. I 
i 
w,l, 1,1,1)+0, w51f0, wm)20, 
Gal(f/Q) z D, o and M(I, ,..., I,) = @ for any other partition 
(1 I ,..., 1,) of 5 1. 
As we remarked in 1.2, F2,, is not covered by Theorem (1.2.4). We present 
here a characterization theorem of quintic polynomials with Galois group 
F due to Weber. Observe that [S, : F2J = 6, and that 
S:qk20= ((l), (123), (132),(125), (152), (134)). Let f(x)=xS+a,x4+ 
a2x3 + a3x2 + a4x + a5 E Q[x] and let f(x) = n:= 1 (x - aj) E M[x] where 
M denotes the splitting field of f(x) over CD. Put 
u,=(a,a,+a,a,+a,a,+a,a,+a,a,) 
- (ala3 + a2a4 + a3a5 + a4al + a5a2) 
and let u,=(123)u,, ~,=(132)~,, u,=(125)u,, u,=(152)u,, and 
ug = (134) u, . Now we define the polynomial 
F(y) := fi (y-ui)=y6+B1y5+B2y4+B3y3+B4y2+Bsy+B6. 
i=l 
Here Bzi (i = 1, 2, 3) (resp. B,,- , (i = 1, 2, 3)) are symmetric (resp. skew- 
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symmetric) polynomials in CX, rz, CI~, xq and CI~. In fact, we can deduce 
from (homogeneous) degree considerations that B, = B, = 0 and B, = 25A 
where A=nl.i,,.5 (CC--,)+ and that BZi (i = 1, 2, 3) are given, respec- 
tively, by 
1 
a polynomial in 4 
+a, (i= 1, 2, 3,4, 5) 
of homogeneous degree 
il. 
8 In aI, a2, a3, a4, +.
12 
The Weber sextic resolvent of f(x) is delined to be the polynomial 
G(x) := (x3 + B,x’+ B,x + Bg)2 - 2” Disc(f )xe Q[x]. 
PROPOSITION (11.2.2) (Weber [ZS, p. 6751; see also Cebotarev [25, 
p. 3421). Let f(x) =x5 + a,x4 + a2x3 + a3x2 + aqx + a5 E Q[x] be a manic 
irreducible polynomial. Then Gal( f/Q) IS solvable tf and only tf the Weber 
sextic resoluent G(x) off(x) has a solution in Q. 
In particular, Gal( f/Q ) 2 F,, if and only if 
(i) f(x) is irreducible over Q, 
(ii) Disc(f) is not a square, i.e., Disc(f) 4 Q’, and 
(iii) the Weber sextic resoluent G(x) off(x) has a rational solution. 
If we take f(x) in Proposition (11.2.2) to be a trinomial of the Bring- 
Jerrard form, we obtain a generic family of quintic polynomials with Galois 
group bo. 
THEOREM (11.2.3) (cf. Weber [28, p. 6751). A parametric family of 
quintic polynomials of the form f(x) = x5 + ax + b (a, b E Q) with Galois 
group F,, are given by’ 
551p4 55Ap5 
‘=(A- l)4(l.z-6A+25)’ ‘=(i-I)“(&61+25) 
where ;i, ~EQ, A#l, p#O andsuch that 
Disc(f) = 44a5 + 55b4 
is not a square, i.e. (A2 - 61+ 25)/5 # Q2. 
Proof Observe that the condition (iii) of Proposition (11.2.2) for the 
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trinomial f(x) = x5 + ax + b takes the following simpler form. The Weber 
sextic resolvent G(x) off(x) is given by 
G(x) = (x3 - 20ax* + 240a*x + 320~~)~ - 210(44a5 + f?b4)x. 
Putting G(x) = G(4x)/2’*, we obtain 
G(x) = (x - a)“(x2 - 6ax + 25~1’) - 55b4x. 
Then G(x) has a rational solution if and only if G(x) has a rational 
solution. Let w  be a rational solution of G(x) and put 
o=aL, b=ap with a#O; A,~EQ. 
Then we obtain the equation 
G(o) = (d - u)~(u*~* - 6a21 + 25~~) - 55aSi~4 = 0 
and this yields the formulae for a, b, and Disc(f) as desired. 
11.3. Septimic Polynomials with Frobenius Galois Groups 
There are three Frobenius subgroups of S,, namely, F42, F2,, and D7. 
By Lemma (1.1.2), each Frobenius group of degree 7 is identified with the 
group of affine transformations on [F,: 
F4*= {x+cx+d 1 ~EIT,,cEF:}, 
F2;,=(x+cx+dI d~[F,,c~{1,2,4}c[F:}, 
D,={x+cx+dI &[F,,c~{1,6}cff:}. 
It is interesting to compare these characterizations of Frobenius groups 
of degree 7 with the presentations in terms of cycles. Let 0 = (1234567) and 
o = (243756). Then 
F4*= (a,oIa’=d’= 1, ~o=QM~), 
F2, = (CT, o* 1 a’ = (o’)~ = 1, aw* = &a*), 
D, = (a, w3 I a’ = (03)* = 1, aa3 = o’a”). 
Here we consider the groups Fa2 and F,,. Characterizations of septimic 
polynomials with integer coefficients having F42, respectively, F2, as Galois 
groups over Q are given in terms of cycle structures as follows. (For F4* 
and D,, see Jensen and Yui [15].) 
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PROPOSITION (11.3.1). L&f’(x) E O[x] h e a manic irreducible polynomiul 
with integer coefficients. Then 
Ml, I,..., 1)#0,M(7)#0,M(1,2,2,2)#0 
Gal(f/Q) E Fd2 o M(1,3,3)#0,M(1,6)#0andM(I,,...,I,)=0 
for any other partitions (I, ,..., I,) of 7 
1)#0,M(7)#0, M(1,3,3)#0and 
Gal(f/Q) E Fzl o I,) = 0 for any other partitins (I, ,..., I,) 
1 ,..., 1,) = $3 for an-v other partitions 
There are all together 7 transitive permutation groups of degree 7: they 
are ST, A 7, PSL(2, 7), Fd2, I;zl, D,, and Z,. Characterizations of septimic 
polynomials having Frobenius Galois groups may be incorporated into 
characterizations of septimic polynomials with transitive permutation 
groups of degree 7 as Galois groups. 
THEOREM (11.3.2). Let f(.x)E Q[x] be a manic irreducible septimic 
polynomial, and let P(,)(x)= P,,(x) be the polynomial defined as in 
Definition-Lemma (1.1.5): Then the following holds: 
(a) Gal(f/Q) g S, or A,, if and only zf P,,(x) is irreducible in Q[x]. 
(b) Gal(f/Q) g PSL(2,7), if and only if P,,(x) is a product of a 
manic irreducible polynomial of degree 7 and a manic irreducible polynomial 
of degree 28 over Q. 
(c) Gal(f/Q)g Fd2, if and only if P,,(x) is a product of a monk 
irreducible polynomial of degree 14 and a manic irreducible polynomial of 
degree 21 over Q. 
(d) Gal(flQ) g F,,, if and only if P,,(x) is a product of a manic 
irreducible polynomial of degree 21 and two distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree 7 over Q. 
(e) Gal(f/Q) g D,, if and only if P,,(x) is a product of a manic 
irreducible polynomial of degree 14 and three distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree 7 over Q. 
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(f) Gal(flQ) z Z,, if and onZy if P,,(x) is a product of five distinct 
manic irreducible polynomials of degree 7 over Q. 
Proof The assertions are proved by counting orbits and sizes of 
Gal(f/Q) under the action on the set of roots of P,,(x). 
(a) Note that S, and A, are, respectively, 7-transitive and 5- but not 
6-transitive permutation groups of degree 7. Hence the assertion follows 
immediately. The additional condition Disc(f) E Q2 distinguishes A, from 
S,. (For A -, , confer Lemma (11.1.4) also.) 
(b) (Cf., Erbach, er. al. [4].) PSL(2,7) = PSL(3,2) (q = 2 and n = 3) 
acts on the set of roots of P,,(x) with exactly two orbits of sizes 14 and 28. 
(Cf., Proof of Theorem (1.2.4).) Conversely, if P,,(x) factors as stated in 
(b), Gal(f/Q) is necessarily PSL(2, 7). 
(c) This is a special case of Theorem (1.2.5)(b) with p = 7. 
(d) This is a special case of Theorem (1.2.4)(c) with p = 7. 
(e) and (f) Explicit counting of orbits and sizes of Gal(flQ) s D, 
(resp. Z,) on the set of roots of P,,(x) yields the desired factorization. The 
converse implications are immediate. The details are left to the reader. 
Remark (11.3.3). Fd2 may be realized as the Galois group of trinomials 
of the form f(x) = x7 + ax’ + b E O[x] (1 < r < 6). However, Fzl cannot be 
the Galois group of trinomials by Corollary (11.1.3). Soicher [22] has 
produced one example of septimic polynomials over Q with F2, as Galois 
group by searching septimic polynomials satisfying the criterion given in 
Theorem (11.3.2)(d). In Section III, we give a construction of septimic 
polynomials over Q with Galois group Fz,. 
11.4. Polynomials of Degree 11 with Frobenius Galois Groups 
There are three Frobenius groups of degree 11, namely, F, iO, Fs5, and 
D,,. By Lemma (1.1.2), each Frobenius group of degree 11 is identified 
with the group of affme transformations on IF,,: 
F,,o= {x+cx+d) de(F,,, CEIF:~}, 
Fss= {x+cx+d 1 d~~,,,cE([FTl)‘}, 
D,,={x+cx+dI d~F,,,cE(l,lO)cF&f. 
The presentations of each Frobenius group of degree 1 I in terms of 
cycles is given as follows. Let a=(1 23...10 11) and o=(l 248 
5 10 9 7 3 6) so that o2 = (1 4 5 9 3)(2 8 10 7 6). Then 
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F,,,= (a, w/d' =(jJ'O, 1, 001= COO?), 
F,,=(a,02(~“=(0’)5=1,~07=~~a4), 
D,,=((r,WS(a”=(w5)2=1,005=05a 1). 
Characterizations of polynomials of degree 11 with integer coefficients 
with Galois groups F,,,, Fs5, and D,, in terms of cycle structures are, 
respectively, given as follows. (For D,, , see Jensen and Yui [ 151. ) 
PROPOSITION (11.4. I ). Let f(x) E Q[x] be a manic irreducible polynomiul 
of degree 11 with integer coefficients. Then 
Gal(f/Q)g F,,,o 
M( 1, 5, 5) # @, and M(1, ,..., 1,) = @for any other 
partitions (1, ,..., 1,) of 11 
Gal(f/Q) r F55 o 
and M(l, ,..., I,) = Qr for any other partitions 
Gal(f/Q)rD,,- 
and M(I, ,..., I,) = 0 for any other partitions 
We now consider, more generally, transitive subgroups of S,, . There are 
all together 8 transitive permutation groups of degree 11, namely, 
S,,,A,r, M,,, PSL(2, 11) PI,,, F,,, D,,, and Z,,. Their relations are 
illustrated by Fig. 1. 
lSlll = 11: 
/Al11 = 11!/2 
/Ml11 = 7920 
1psL(2,11)j = 660 
IF 1101 = 110 
IF551 = 55, 
tDlll = 22 
lZlll = 11 
FIGURE 1 
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The simple group PSL(2, 11) c S,, is generated by two elements 
o=(l 23... 10 11) and t = (3 11)(4 5)(6 10)(7 8) with the following 
relations: 
PSL(2,11)= (qt/g” = t2 = (UT)3 = (c747cP7)2 = 1) 
(see Coxeter and Moser [3, p. 1381) and also Garbe and Mennicke [S] ). 
The Mathieu group M,, c S,, is a simple group generated by two elements 
(r and 7’= (3 7 11 8)(4 10 5 6) with the following relations: 
M,,= cr,T’ 
( I 
oll =7!4 = (&2)3 = (647’26 ~ 57’2) = 1 
(,-471-l)3~~-17~a~27~,a-57~2a27’~(a37’~lo7~)-l 
i 
(Garbe and Mennicke [S]; cf. Coxeter and Moser [3, p. 993). 
Now we obtain characterizations of polynomials of degree 11 with 
integer coeflicients with Galois groups PSL(2, 11) and M,,, respectively, in 
terms of cycle structures. 
PROPOSITION (11.4.2). Let f(x) E Q [ x] b e a manic irreducible polynomial 
of degree 11 with integer coefficients. Then 
Gal( f/Q) z PSL(2, 11) o 
. 
M( 1, 1, 3, 3, 3) # 0, M(2, 3,6) # 0 and 
M( 1, ,..., 1,) = 0 for any other partitions 
(1, ,..., 1,) of 11 
- M(1, l,..., 1)#0,M(ll)#0, v__ 
II 
Wl, 1,3,3,3) f 0, M(2,3,6) Z 0, 
M(1,2,8)#@,M(l, 1, 1,4,4)#0and 
M(1, ,..., I,) = 0 for any other partitions 
(I, ,-.-> 1,) of 11 
Characterization theorems of polynomials of degree 11 with Frobenius 
Galois groups may be incorporated into characterization theorems of 
degree 11 polynomials with transitive permutation groups of degree 11 as 
Galois groups. 
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THEOREM (11.4.3). LetJ‘(x)~Q[x] h e a manic irreducible pol~vnomial of 
degree 11, and let P( Y ) (x) = P,,,(x) be the polynomial defined in Definition- 
Lemma (1.15). Then the following assertions hold true: 
(a) Gal(flQ) E PSL(2, 1 l), if and only z’fDisc(f) E Q2 and P,,,(x) is 
a product of two manic irreducible polynomials of degree 55 and 110 over Q. 
(b) GaWQ) =FFllo, if and only if Disc(f) # Q2 and P,&x) is a 
product of two manic irreducible polynomials of degree 55 and 110 over Q. 
(c) Gal(f/Q) E FsS, if and only if P,,,(x) is a product of three distinct 
manic irreducible polynomials of degree 55 over Q. 
(d) Gal(f/Q) 2 D,, , if and only if P,,,(x) is a product of five distinct 
manic irreducible polSynomials of degree 22 and five distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree 11 over Q. 
(e) Gal(f/Q) r Z,, , if and only if P,,,(x) is a product of fifteen dis- 
tinct manic irreducible polynomials of degree 11 over Q. 
Proof: The assertions can be proved by counting orbits and sizes for 
Gal(f/Q) acting on the set of roots of P,,,(x). 
(a) Recall that PSL(2, 11) is generated by two elements 
a=(1 23...1011) and r = (3 11)(4 5)(6 10)(7 8) with a relation. 
PSL(2, 11) is a subgroup of A,, by Lemma (1.3.1)(d), so that Disc(f)E Q2. 
Now PSL(2, 11) is 2- but not 3-transitive, which implies that it acts intran- 
sitively on the set of roots of P,,,(x). Identifying the roots {ai1 i= l,..., pi 
of f(x) with points in the corresponding projective plane, and the roots of 
PI&x) with the unordered set of triples {(i, j, k) 1 1 6 i <j< k d 111, the 
sizes of orbits of PSL(2, 11) acting on the latter set can be determined as 
follows. Put G = PSL(2, 11) and Gi l.Z; be the set of elements of G that fix 1 
and 2. Then IGi,.zrl = 6 and its orbits on 9 letters (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 ) 
are (4, 5, 9> and (3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) of sizes 3 and 6, respectively. This 
means that G = PSL(2, 11) has exactly two orbits on the set of 11.10.9 
ordered triples {(i, j, k) 1 1 d i, j, k 6 11, i, j, k distinct ). Now 
G = PSL(2, 11) contains a subgroup isomorphic to S3 which acts as S, on 
{i,j, k}. Th ere ore, f G = PSL(2, 11) acts on the set of 11 . 10.9/6 = 165 
unordered triples { (i, j, k) 1 1 < i <i < k < 11) with exactly two orbits. The 
sizes of the orbits are 11 . 10.3/6 = 55 and 11 . 10.6/6 = 110. This gives rise 
to the desired factorization of P,,,(x) over Q. 
Conversely, if Disc(f) E Q2 and P,,,(x) factors as stated, then Gal(f/Q) 
is either A,,, M,i or PSL(2, 11). But A,, is 9- but not lo-transitive, and 
M,, is sharply 4-transitive subgroups of S,, . Hence Gal(f/Q) is necessarily 
PSL(2, 11). (For M,,, confer Remark (11.4.4)(a) below.) 
(b) This is a special case of Theorem (1.2.5)(b) with p= 11 
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(c) This is a special case of Theorem (1.2.4)(d) with p = 11. 
(e) and (f) Explicit counting of orbits and sizes of Gal(flQ) g Di, 
(resp. Zi,) on the set of roots of Pib5(x) yields the desired factorization. 
The converse implications are immediate. The details are left to the reader. 
Remarks (11.4.4). (a) For the Mathieu group M,,, a characterization 
theorem has been obtained by McKay [ 191, using the property of Mii that 
it is a sharply 4-transitive subgroup of S,, . Let f(x) E Q[x] be a manic 
irreducible polynomial of degree 11 and let P (;I,(-x) = P,,,(x) be the 
polynomial defirzed in Definition-Lemma (I. 1 S). Then GaI(flQ) g M,, , $ 
and only ly Disc(f) E 4’ and P,,,(x) is a product of two manic irreducible 
polynomials of degre 66 and 396 over Q. 
(b) For S,, and A,,, characterization theorems are given in terms of 
the polynomial P462(.x) as follows. Gal(f/Q) 2 S,, (resp. A ,,), ifand only f 
Disc(f) $ Q2 (resp. Disc(f) E 0’) and P,,,(x) is irreducible in Q[x]. 
(c) It is not known whether Ml1 or PSL(2, 11) can be realized as 
Galois group of trinomials of the form f(x) =x’l + ax’+ bE Q[x] 
(1 <r 6 10) (Feit [S]). For F,,,, any irreducible polynomial of the form 
f(x) = xi’ + b E Q[x] will do (see, Lemma (11.1.6)). Polynomials having 
F55 as Galois group must have all 11 real roots, and hence trinomials can- 
not have F55 as Galois group (cf. Corollary (11.1.3)). 
(d) Matzat and Zeh [18] have proved that M,, can occur as a 
Galois group over Q(x) (X an indeterminate) and hence over Q. However, 
no examples of polynomials over Q were given. 
11.5. Polynomials with Dihedral Galois Group D, 
This section serves as the sequel to the paper by Jensen and Yui [IS], 
and is devoted to the discussions on the dihedral group D, = Fzp of prime 
degree p b 5. The main purpose here is to produce more examples of 
polynomials with D, as Galois group, as it was promissed in Jensen and 
Yui [15]. 
Classically it is known that D, can be realized as the Galois group of the 
Hilbert class field of an imaginary quadratic field K= Q(G) of class 
number h. More precisely, let (2Ii,..., ‘?I,} be the set of ideal classes of 
K= O(G), and let j be the elliptic modular j-invariant (function). The 
“class equation of K= O(n)” is defined by 
HJX) := fi {x -j(ru,)}. 
k=l 
Then the Hilbert class field theory asserts that Hd(x) is an integral 
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irreducible polynomial of degree h over Q, whose Galois group over Q is 
isomorphic to D,. (Here h may not be prime.) 
This construction has been extensively carried out by Kaltofen and 
Yui [ 161 for some imaginary quadratic fields of small class numbers h < 11. 
Unfortunately the class equations HJx) have astronomically large coef- 
ficients to be of any interest, except perhaps the facts that the constant 
terms HJO) are cubes, and that HJO) and the discriminants of HJs) fac- 
tor very highly. (See Gross and Zagier [lo] for the function determining 
the prime factors of H,(O) and the discriminants of Hd(x).) 
However, if we use a different modular function in place of the elliptic 
modular j-invariant, the resulting class equations have coefficients of 
managable size. This is the construction pursued by Weber, Berwick, 
Ramanujan, and Watson, among others. We describe the construction in 
what follows. 
Construction of Class Equations of Imaginary Quadratic Fields 
Let q=enc with ZE@, Im,->O and )ql < 1. Let 
f(+qp*4 fi (1 +q~m~‘),f&)=q-“24 fi (1 -q”” ‘), 
m = I In=, 
,f2(z)=JIq’:‘*m~, (1 +q’“)=fiql;l* fi (1 -q4”P2) 1. 
m=I 
These functions are connected by the relations 
f”(z) =fy(-, +f;w, f(z)S,(=).f*(=) = 3. 
Let j(z) be the elliptic modular j-invariant. Then i(z) is related to the 
function f(z), f,(z), and f;(z) as foilows: 
j(z)= if24(z)-16]3_ {f:“(z)+ 16j3= [fg4(z)+ 16}3 
f24(=) f:"(=, f;"(z) 
This means that f24(z), -f f4(z), and -f p(z) are roots of the equation 
(x- 16)3-xj(z)=0. 
Now let K=&P(J-d) b e an imaginary quadratic field of class number h 
and let { ‘?I, ,..., ‘Ql,,} be the set of ideal classes of K. 
THEOREM (11.51) (cf. Weber [29, Sect. 191; see also Watson 
[27]). Let K=Q(&& d= -1 (mod 4) and d f 0 (mod 3), be an 
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imaginary quadratic field of class number h, and let Hd(x) be its class 
equation. Put 
I?,(x) := xhH,((x - 16)3/x). 
Then we have the following assertions: 
(a) R,(x) is a manic integral polynomial of degree 3h over Q. 
(b) L?,(x) contains an irreducible factor Ed(x) EQ[x] of degree h 
having 2’2f(fl))24 as a root. 
(c) Let d- -1 (mod 8). If 
then for suitably chosen of ‘fi., the polynomial 
will be an integral irreducible polynomial of degree h over Q, and 
Gal(h,/Q) E D,. 
Proof (a) As HJx) is a manic integral polynomial of degree h over 
Q, it is clear that the polynomial /?,(x)=nh,=, ((x- 16)3 -xj(2I,)) is 
also a manic integral polynomial over Q, of degree 3h. 
(b) Since fz4(z), -fT4(z), and -fz4(z) are roots of the equation 
(x- 16)3-xj(z)=0, we see that 
A,(x)= fi {x-f24(‘U,)){X+f:4(~~))(.r+f:4(~Uli)). 
!i=l 
Let 9I, = [ 1, (1 + fl)/Z] be the principal ideal class of K = Q(n). 
Then f2(21z,) = f2(( 1 + ,.,&Q/2). From Weber’s formula 
f(z)f,((l +z)/2)=e”“‘“$, ZEK, 
we deduce that 5 := (f(G)/,/?-*" is a root of A,(x). In the given 
situation, either f(e) or f(G)/* is a class invariant of K (see 
Weber [29, p. 4731). This implies by standard class field theory that the 
irreducible manic polynomial h”,(x) E O[x] having t as a root must be of 
degree h. 
(c) The statements easily follow from the fact that in this case 
f  (,/‘=)I& is a class invariant. Since the splitting field of h,(x) over Q is 
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the Hilbert class field of K= a(,,/-d) of degree h, we have 
Gal(h,/Q) z D,. 
Remark and Problem (11.5.2). (a) In Theorem (11.5.1), the construc- 
tion of the Hilbert class field of an imaginary quedratic field K = CD(-) 
with d= -1 (mod 8) was illustrated. Similar construction can be carried 
out for any imaginary quadratic field, using a different class invariant. For 
details of this, see Weber [29] and confer Watson [27]. 
(b) The class equation Hd(x) constructed using the class invariant 
j(z) has rather large coefficients. Contrary to Hd(-x), the polynomial hJx) 
obtained in Theorem (11.5.1) involve only “very” small coefficients. There 
must be some geometrical explanation of this penomenon. 
EXAMPLES (11.5.3) (See Watson [27] and also Weber [29]). We list 
some polynomials of prime degree d 19 with Galois group D,. (See 
Table I. ) 
TABLE 1 
Polynomials That Satisfy the Criterion of Jensen and Yui [ 151. 
Q(J-d) h 
hli(x) or 








5 x - 2 - 2-y’ + x2 + 3x - 1 
(7) x7 - lx” - 7.2 - 7x4 ~ 1 (In this case, the splitting 
field is the ring class field 
over O(n) corresponding 
to the order of conductor 7.) 
1 x7-13x~+4x5-4x4+7x~-4.x~+r-1 
11 .~“-2.~‘o-4.~‘-9x8-7x7-1l.u6-6.~5-1Ox4-4.~’-5.~‘-.~-I 
11 x” ~ 79.~‘~ - 57.~~ - 33x” - 68.x’ - 73x6 - 59.x’ - 61x4 
- 57.x3 - 30x2 - 8.x - 1 
d= 191 
d= 127 
13 xl3 - 6~‘~ + 10.~” - 16.~‘” + 22.~~ ~ 19.x8 + 1 lx’ - 5.x’ 
- x5 + 514 - 4x3 + 2.x - I 
13 xl3 -25x’: + 23x” -41x”‘+ 15x’- 30x*-8x7 




- do - 4x9 - 1 lx” - 7.x’ - 13x6 - .x5 + x3 + x* + x - I 
19 x’9 - 14X’S + 59.x” - 113x10 + 91x15 + 19x14 
-9Ox”+51.x’~+2x”-5x”‘+9x9-3Ox”+22x’ 
+ 7x6 - 14x5 + 3.x4 + 2x1 - 2x2 + 2.x - 1 
No&. P 
(5) 
(x) is a product of (p - 1)/2 distinct manic irreducible polynomials of degree p 
over Q. 
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We collect some additional results on polynomials with dihedral Galois 
groups. 
For quintic polynomials with Galois group DS, we have the following 
polynomials, which are equivalent to the polynomial obtained in Jensen 
and Yui 115, Theorem (11.3.4)]. 
PROPOSITION (11.54). Let f(x) = x5 + ax + b E Q[x] where a and b are 
parametrically given by 
a=y(p2+ l)“(/l’+/l- I)(/?‘-/I- I), 
b=$‘+ l)‘(f12+8- 1)(2/3- 1)@+2) 
with CL, /?E Q, o! # 0, /I # -2, 4. Then P 5 (x) = PlO(x) factors into the 
product f,(x) f2(x) where (2) 
fi(x)=x’-~a2(/32+ 1)(82-t/& l)x’-$a3(p*+ l)‘(P’+/?- 1)x2 
+ &“p(p’ + l)‘(P’ + $8 - 1 )(B + 2)x 
- ~a’(p + 1 )‘(02 + p - 1 )(B + 2)2, 
f2(X)=X~+~C1~(~~+1)(~~+~-1)x~+~~~(~~+1)*(p~+~-1)X~ 
+$a4(P2+ 1)‘(fi2+fl- 1)(28- 1)x 
+ +a’(/?‘+ 1)3(8’+ /I- 1)(28- 1)‘. 
fl(x) and f2(x) are irreducible over Q with Galois group D,. (These 
polynomials are equivalent to f(x) under Tschirnhausen transformation, cf. 
Remark (1.2.6).) 
Fricke [7, p. 4933 found a polynomial of degree 14 over Q, and conjec- 
tured that it factors into the product of two distinct manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree 7 over Q and that each factor has D, as Galois 
group over Q. We prove that this is indeed the case. 
PROPOSITION (11.5.5) (cf. Fricke [7, p. 4931). Let 
g(x)=x14+4x13- 2~‘~ - 38x” - 77x” - 26x9 + 11 1x8 + 148x’ + x6 
- 122x5 - 70x4 + 30x3 + 40x2 + 4x - 11 E Q[x-j. 
6-J/24/3-7 
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Then g(x) factors into the product gl(x) g2(x) where 
gl(x) =x7 - 7x5 - 1 1x4 + 5x3 + 18x’ +4x - 11 with Disc( g,) = -71’, 
g2(x) = x7 + 4x6 + 5x5 + x4 - 3x3 - 2x’ + 1 with Disc( gz) = -71 3 
and Gal( g,/Q) z D, for i = 1, 2. 
Proof We apply the crterion for Gal( g,/O) g D, given by Jensen and 
Yui [ 151. In fact, the polynomial P&)(x) constructed from the roots of g,(x) 
factor into a product of three distinct manic irreducible septimic 
polynomials over Q for each i. 
III. CONSTRUCTIONS OF PARAMETRIC FAMILIES OF POLYNOMIALS 
WITH CERTAIN FROBENIUS GROUPS AS GALOIS GROUPS 
III. 1. Preliminary Results 
Let p be a rational prime 3 5. Let C, = Q([,) denote the pth cyclotomic 
field over Q, where [, is a primitive pth root of unity. It is well known that 
the Galois group Gal(C,/Q) is a cyclic group of order p - 1, and that 
p eGal(C,/Q) is a generator if p([,) = {,g where g is a primitive root 
modulo p. Let Gal(C,/Q)= { 1, p,..., ppe2}. Now choose UEC, such that 
tl $ C; and put N = C,( &). Then N/C, is a normal extension of C, of 
degree p and the Galois group Gal(N/C,) is cyclic of order p. Let 
CT E Gal(N/C,) be a generator 
Gal(N/C,) = { 1, o ,..., oPP ’ j. 
such that a(&) = & [, and 
LEMMA (111.1.1). Let N= Q([,, 6) with CI E C, such that a 4 C;. Then 
N/Q is normal if and only tf p(a) = a’pp for some t (16 t < p - 1) and some 
PECp. 
Proof By standard arguments from Galois theory, N/Q is normal if 
and only if C,(m) = C,( &). The latter condition is equivalent to the 
existence of an integer t (1 < t < p - 1) and an algebraic integer /l E C, such 
that p(a) = a’/?P. 
PROPOSITION (111.1.2). 
N=Q(i,, $1 . 
With the above notations in force, suppose that 
a 1s normal over Q. Then Gal(N/Q) contains an automorphism 
fi of order p - 1 whose restriction to C, is p, and it is generated by p and c 
with the relations 
P -P--l=,P=l 3 pop-‘=& 
where c is the integer determined by the congruence tc s g (mod p). 
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In particular, Gal(N/Q) is abefian if and only if t E g (mod p) (or 
equivalently, c E 1 (mod p)). 
Moreover, when Gal(N/Q) is non-abelian, its center, Z(Gal(N/Q)), is 
generated by pi where 1 is the order of c in IF:. 
Proof. There is an exact sequence 
I+ Gal(N/C,) -+ Gal(N/Q) + Gal(C,/Q) + 1. 
Because (Gal(N/C,)( = p and jGal(C,,/Q)l = p - 1, there exists an element 
p in Gal(N/Q) of order p - 1 such that fiRes,CP = p. We observe that 
p&,= (fiqp’ f orsomet(l<t<p-l)andsome/YECp. 
Now we have 
Hence this gives rise to the commutation relation 
pa = acp where tc E g (mod p). 
This yields the desired relations for ~5 and O. 
Finally, concerning the center of Gal(N/Q), notice that a commutation 
relation 
jyabp = ppab = pa+ lab 
implies that IS’~=G~ and hence b r0 (modp) when c f 1 (mod p). 
Moreover, since 
p”ap ~~” = acq for all v, 
we conclude that 
b’a = apv if and only if c” = 1 (mod p). 
Therefore, p’ generates the center Z(Gal(N/Q)) of Gal(N/Q) where I is the 
order of c mod p (so I I p - 1). 
Notation. In the following, we may without danger of ambiguity use the 
symbol p for p. 
PROPOSITION (111.1.3). We retain the notations of Proposition (111.1.2). Zf 
Gal( N/Q) is non-abeliun, then the factor group G := Gal(N/Q)/ 
Z(Gal(N/Q)) is isomorphic to the Frobenius group F,, of degree p and of 
orderplwithllp-1. 
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ProoJ Let d and @ be the canonical image of 0 and p in G, respectively. 
Then the defining relations for d and 0 are 
p+‘= 1, jj(yjj ‘=$. 
G will then be isomorphic to the following Frobenius group of degree p. 
Notice that c is an element of Fp* of order I with 11 p - 1. Let F,, be the 
Frobenius group (x -+ c’x + d 1 de [F,; i=O, l,..., I- 1). Then F,, is 
generated by element cr’ and p’ defined by 
o’(x)=x+ 1 and p’(x) = cx 
with the relations 
g’P = p”Z 1, pla’p’- 1 = (fc, 
This yields the required isomorphism between G and F,,. 
Remark (111.1.4). If we replace Q by a function field Q(Y), the above 
arguments can be carried through. In this (“generic”) case, let 
N= C,(Y)(&) with o! E C,( Y)\[C,( Y)] p. Then the assertion of Lem- 
ma (III.l.l), Propositions (111.1.2) and (111.1.3) hold true for N and hence 
for the Galois group Gal(N/Q( Y)). 
With a view to a later application, we mention the following result which 
is obtained by an easy modification of the proofs of Propositions (111.1.2) 
and (111.1.3). 
PROPOSITION (111.1.5). Let Clf), II p - 1, be the unique subfield of C, hav- 
ing degree 1 over Q. Then any normal extension A4 over Q for which 
Gal(M/Q) g F,, and A4 2 C, (‘) is contained in a field N = C,( $‘%) of the type 
described in Proposition (111.1.2) and A4 is the fixed field of the center 
Z(Gal(N/Q)). 
111.2. Realization of Frobenius Groups of Prime Degree as Galois Groups 
(General Existence Theorem) 
In this section, we prove the existence theorem for Frobenius groups of 
prime degree p: Fp,, I 1 p - 1 as Galois groups. Our proofs are different 
from the proof given by Shafarevich [21] and also from the demonstration 
given by Sonn [23]. Throughout this section, the notations of the previous 
sections remain in force. 
We first consider the rational case. It follows from Propositions (111.1.2) 
and (111.1.3) that the Frobenius group F,,, 11 p - 1 occurs as the Galois 
group of a normal extension of Q if and only if for any t, t & g (mod p), 
there exists an element u E C,\C$ such that p(a) = a’jIP for some j? E C,. 
That this is indeed the case is proved in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM (111.2.1). For any integer t (1 < t < p - l), there exists an 
element a E C, such that a $ C; and that 
p(a) = a’pp for some B E C,. 
Proof: Let y E C, and consider an element of the form 
Y ~o+~lP+~2PZ+ ‘.. ++w-2 ~~y”(p(y))“‘(p’(y))“‘. . . (pP-2(y))ap4, a,EH. 
We want the identity 
P(Y 
aa+uw+a2p2+ ‘.’ +q-q= (fo+a,P+ “. +ap_*Pp-2)1pl 
with some j? E C,. This can be reduced to an equation in the group ring 
Fp[ (p )] where (p ) denotes the cyclic group of order p - 1 with a 
generator p. That is, the desired identity will hold, if 
a,p+a,p2+ ... +a,-,pPP’=t(a,+a,p+ ... +apP,pPe2) 
where a, denotes the residue class of ai modulo p. Then this yields the 
system of linear equations 
a pP2=ta,, a,=ta,, a,=ta, ,..., apP4 = tap-,, ap-, = tap-,. 
A solution of this system is then given by 
a.= tp-2-i I e; i = 0, I,..., p - 2 
with some e E Fp*, which may be taken to be 1. Hence the element 
a :=y fP-2+p)p+ ... f,pP-3+pP-2 
satisfies the identity 
p(a) = (ap) = a’Bp for some j3 E C,. 
Now we have to make sure that a is not the pth power of an element in 
C,, that is, a $ C;. This can, for instance, be obtained by letting y be the 
generator of a principal prime ideal in C, of degree 1. Actually, in this case, 
(p’(y)), 1 d id p - 2, are distinct prime ideals. 
(In general, less than a principal prime ideal would be sufficient, but the 
above choice seems to give the fastest way of constructing a required 
element a.) 
COROLLARY (111.2.2). Let Fp,, 11 p - 1, be the Frobenius group of degree 
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p and of order pl. Then FpF,, can occur as a Galois group over Q, and there 
exists an irreducible polynomial of degree p in Q[x] with Galois group F,,,. 
Proof The first assertion is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem (111.2.1). For the latter assertion, note that in Fp,, there is a cyclic 
subgroup of order 1 and no non-trivial subgroup of this subgroup is normal 
in F,,. Hence by Galois theory, there exists an irreducible polynomial of 
degree p over Q whose Galois group is (isomorphic) to F,,. 
Now we consider the generic case. The construction carried out in the 
rational case works equally well if Q is replaced by a function field over Q. 
THEOREM (111.2.3). Let Q(Y) be a function field over Q, and let F,,,, 
11 p - 1 be the Frobenius group of degree p and of order pl. Then Fpl can 
occur as the Galois group of an extension A4 of Q( Y) such that the algebraic 
closure of Q in M is the unique subfield Cb” of C, having degree 1 over 62. 
ProoJ: If g is a primitive root modulo p, and c an integer of order I 
modulo p, let t be the integer defined by tc = g (mod p), 1 d t d p - 1. Put 
y = 1 + Y[, and 
Then by applying the same argument as in the proof of Theorem (111.2.1), 
we see that 
p(a) = cdpp for some b E C,( Y). 
We must show that c1 is not the pth power of an element in C,( Y). We note 
that y is irreducible in C,[ Y], and hence it defines a prime ideal (y) in 
CJ Y]. If y’ is any conjugate of y, then (y’) is also a prime ideal in C,[ Y] 
and y/y’ is not a constant. This, in particular, implies that 01 cannot be the 
pth power of an element in C,(Y). Hence F,, can occur as the Galois group 
of a normal extension M of Q( Y) in view of Remark (111.1.4). 
As for the assertion concerning the algebraic closure of Q in M, it suf- 
fices to prove that C,, is algebraically closed in N= C,(Y)(&). Let F be 
the algebraic closure of C, in N. Since C, is algebraically closed in C,( Y), 
we conclude that if F $ C,, 
Hence F = CJ &) 
then [F: C,] = p and Gal(F/C,) is cyclic. 
f or some 5 E C,. But C,( Y)( 6) = C,( Y)( &) implies 
that CI = I;“q p for some s (1 < s < p - 1) and some q E C,( Y). Such a relation 
is manifestly impossible, so C, is algebraically closed in N. Hence it follows 
that CF), which is the unique subfield of C, having degree 1 over Q, is the 
algebraic closure of Q in M. 
COROLLARY (111.2.4). Let Fp,, 11 p - 1, be the Frobenius group of degree 
p and of order pl. Then there exists a parametric family of polynomials 
f(X; Y) in Q[X’, Y] of degree p in X with Galois group isomorphic to Fpl. 
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By standard arguments using the Hilbert irreducibility theorem, one also 
deduces from Theorem (111.2.3) the following result. 
COROLLARY (111.2.5). Let Fplr 11 p - 1, be the Frobenius group of degree 
p and of order pl. Let K be an arbitrary number field for which K A Cf’ = Q. 
Then there exist infinitely many normal extensions of K hauing Galois group 
(over K) isomorphic to Fr,,. 
Remark (111.2.6). In Theorem (111.2.3) and its Corollary (111.2.4), we 
may replace Q(Y) by a multivariate function field Q( Y,, Y,,..., Y,-,). 
111.3. Construction of Polynomials with Galois Group F,, p ~ , ,,2 over &p 
We consider the Frobenius group 
F - (x+cx+d 1 d+,cE[Fp**j P(P- I)/*- 
of degree p and of order p( p - 1)/2. In this section, we carry out the actual 
constructions of polynomials with Fr;,(,- 1),2 as their Galois groups over Q. 
(For p = 1 (mod 4), only the idea for the construction is described.) 
First we assume that p= 3 (mod 4). (This gives rise to the Frobenius 
grow F21, F55, etc.) To realize ‘Fpcp ~ 1 ,,? constructively as a Galois group 
over Q, we must first find an element CIE C,\C; such that 
Gal(N/Q) = Gal(Q([,, fi)/Q) is of order p(p - 1) and its center is of 
order 2. The latter condition means that the center Z(Gal(N/Q)) consists 
of the identity element and the element representing the complex con- 
jugation. Recall that 
Gal(N/Q)=Gal(C,(&)/Q)= (a,~) 
ac&4=&e,, P(t,)=i; 
with the relations 
@,pp-‘, 1, pap-’ = (T’ 
where g is a primitive root modulo p, t is any integer such that 
1 < t 6 p - 1, and c is the integer determined by the congruence 
tc = g (mod p). 
In order that Gal(ZV/Q)/Z(Gal(N/Q))z Fp(p-11),2, c must be of order 
( p - 1)/2 modulo p. Since (-1)(p-1)/2z -1 (mod p), we may choose 
c = -g and t = p - 1 noting that ( -g)‘pp ‘I/* = -gcpp ‘)12 = 1 (mod p). 
Then the problem is reduced to find an element c1 E C,\C; satisfying the 
condition 
UP = 8” for some fi E C,. 
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The assumption p E 3 (mod 4) implies that Q(A) is the unique 
quadratic subfield contained in C, and that P&o(G) is the complex con- 
jugation. Furthermore, since [C, : Q(A)] = (p - 1)/2, it follows that an 
element a E Q(G) is the pth power of an element in C,, that is, c1 E C;, 
if and only if c1 E Q(l/-p)p. 
We now prove the following result. 
THEOREM (111.3.1). Let I= r +sfi (r, SE Q) be written as /I = yfi’ 
where y E Q or y,,& E Q and /I’ = (a + b&)/2 (a, b E Z) is an integer in 
Q(,,&) such that (a, bp) = 1 when a= b z 1 (mod 2) and 
(a, bp) = (a + b, 4) = 2 when a s b = 0 (mod 2). Then thefollowing conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) (r2 + ps2)‘pp1)‘2(r + s&j) $ gP(l/_p)l), 
(ii) ((a’+ pb2)/4)(p-‘L’2 ((a + b,/?)P) $ d$(&Y, 
(iii) (a’+ pb2)/4) 4 Qp, 
(iv) the equation (a2 + pb2)/4 = ((u’ + p~~)/4)~ has no solution 
(u, v) E Z2 with u = u (mod 2), 
(v) the maximal real with 
a = (r2 + p.s2)(p~1)‘2(r + sfi) 
subfield of N := Q(ip, $6) 
. 1s a normal extension of 0 with Galois 
group F,,,- 1)/2. 
Proof: The implications (i) o (ii) and (iii) => (iv) are obvious. Also the 
implication (v) * (i) is immediate. 




for some 4 E Q(G). 




By virtue of the assumption for a and b, the principal ideals 
((a + b&)/2) and ((a-b&)/2) are relatively prime, so (*) implies 
that ((a + b&)/2) = bp for some ideal b in Q(A). Since the class 
number of Q( -p) is strictly less than p, it follows that b is principal, say 
b = ((u + u f -p)/2) where u, v E Z and u s v (mod 2). By passing to 
norms, we obtain (a2 + pb2)/4 = ( (u2 + pu2)/4)J’. 
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(ii) =S (iii). Assume that (a’ + pb*)/4 E QP. Then for some integer w  E h, 
we have 
a2+pb2 a+b&.a-bficWP -= 
4 2 2 
9 
and as before we conclude that (a + b&)/2 =wp for some integer 




(i) =z= (v) As noticed earlier, w&/G)’ implies that cr$ C$. 
Moreover, since 
ap(a) = (2 + psqpE c;, 
we conclude that N= Q([,, <) c1 is a normal extension of degree p( p - 1) 
over Q and that the Galois group Gal(N/Q) has the center consisting of 1 
and pep- “‘*. The latter is complex conjugation. Consequently, the maximal 
real subfield of N is a normal extension over Q with Galois group 
FPCP- 1112. This completes the proof of Theorem (111.3.1). 
We now realize the above normal extension of degree p(p - 1)/2 as the 
splitting field of a polynomial over Q. For this purpose, we need the pth 
Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. 
DEFINITION (III.3.2) (see, e.g., Fox and Parker ES]). The pth 
Chebyshev polynomial, 7’,(x), of the first kind is defined by 
T,(x) = cos( p Arc cos x), 
or equivalently, 
cos x = T, 
T,(x) is a polynomial with integer coeflicients, that is, 
2~-3~p-*+ . . . 
2P-G!i+I)xPp2i+ . . . -pxeZ[x]. 
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(T,(x) is the solution of the first kind of the pth Chebyshev differential 
equation 
We now choose an element 
a = (r2 + &‘p- l)D 
(r+sJG)EQ(&) 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem (111.3.1). So c1$ C; and ap(or) E C’;. We 
rewrite 01 in the following form: 
a= (JPTg)p(cos 8 + J-7 sin 0) with cos 8 = r/&w. 
Then observe that the real parts of the pth root & satisfy the equation 
This yields the main result of this section concerning the explicit 
realization of FPcP _ i ,,Z as a Galois group over Q, which is formulated as 
follows. 
THEOREM (111.3.3). Let T,(x) denote the pth Chebysheu polynomial of 
the first kind defined in (111.3.2). With r, s E Q satisfying the equivalent con- 
ditions in Theorem (111.3.1), let 
G,(X) = (r2 + p~~)~‘~T~(x/~~) - r(r2 + ps2)(p - l)j2. 
Then 
(a) G,(x) is an irreducible polynomial of degree p in Q[x]. 
(b) The splitting field of G,(x) over 62 is the maximal real subfield of 
N=Q([,, ,$&) with cr=(r2+ps2)‘p-‘)‘2(r+~fi). 
(cl GaUG,/Q) g F,,,- ,,,2. 
Proof. (a) From the definition of T,(x), it is clear that G,(x) is a 
polynomial of degree p with rational coefficients. The irreducibility follows 
from the fact that the roots of T,(x) are just the real parts of the pth roots 
of cc=(r2+ps2)(p-‘)‘2(r+sfi) and that the automorphism 
u E Gal(N/C,) = Gal( C,( $6)/C,) acts as a cyclic permutation of order p 
on these roots, since g commutes with complex conjugation. 
(b) Denote by M the splitting field of G,(x) over Q. We see from the 
construction that Mc N’ where N’ is the maximal real subfield of N. 
Moreover, [M : Q] =pZ for some I dividing (p - 1)/2. We claim that 
M = N’. From the Galois correspondence, it follows that Gal(W/M) is a 
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normal subgroup of Gal(N’/Q) r FPcP _ ,),2 of index divisible by p. This 
implies that Gal(N’/M) = { 1 > and thus M= N’. 
(c) This is a consequence of Theorem (111.3.1). 
The situation of Theorem (111.3.3) is illustrated by the field diagram, 
Fig. 2. 
Now we consider the case p- 1 (mod 4). Similar constructions as above 
are possible for the realization of Frobenius groups F,,,- ,M2. However, 
they become much more complicated. One reason is that in this case 
Q(h) is the unique quadratic subfield of C,, and the arguments at the 
beginning of this section break down. We illustrate the idea behind the 
constructive realization of F,, p _ , j,2 with p = 1 (mod 4) for the simplest 
case, i.e., p = 5 and F,, = D5 on the basis of Example 1.2.4 of Jensen and 
Yui [15]. First choose an element 
a=(r+S55)2(r+Sr:)4(r+S5:)3(r+Srg)EC5 (r, SE Q). 
Then u satisfies the condition (**) of Example 1.2.4 of Jensen and Yui 
[lS], that is, 
(r + .~i:)~(r + sitj)“(r + .si:)3(r + sis) 
p(“)‘cr3= (r+s~5)6(r+s[:)‘2(r+s[~)9(r+s[~)3 
= [(r+sis)-‘(r+si:)~2(r+S5:)~‘]5EC:. 
(Here N= C,(s) and p~Gal(hC,/Q) of order 4 is defined by 
p([,) = i:.) Then the maximal real subfield of NC, is a normal extension of 
degree 10 over Q with Galois group D,. The real parts of 6 are of the 
form Itl( I” cos 0 where cos 0 are functions of r and s. Moreover, these 
satisfy a quintic polynomial over Q which involves the 5th Chebyshev 
polynomial T,(X) of the first kind. This is what we are looking for. 
However, explicit construction of such an object requires tedious long com- 
putations on the absolute value of a, the real part of LX, among others. 
FIGURE 2 
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111.4. Construction of Generic Families of Polynomials with Galois Group 
F pip- l)/2 (P- 3 (mod 4)) 
In this section we consider the generic case where the constructions 
described for the rational case with p E 3 (mod 4) in III.3 work equally 
well. We state the results without proofs, since they can be proved essen- 
tially in the same way as in the rational case, together with the translation 
theorem. 
THEOREM (111.4.1). Let Q(u, v) be a rational function field with indeter- 
minates u and v. Let T,(x) be the pth Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind 
defined in (111.3.2). Let 
G,(x; u, v) = (u2 + p~*)~“T,(x/~~) - u(u2 + p~~)‘~~ ‘)“. 
Then we have the following assertions: 
(a) GJx; u, u) is an irreducible polynomial of degree p over Q(u, u). 
(b) The Galois group of G&x; u, v) over Q(u, u) is isomorphic to 
F P(P-I)D, i.e., Gal(G,/Q(u, u)) E Fptp.- ,I,2. 
Remarks (111.4.2). (a) The Hilbert irreducibility theorem warrants 
that there exist infinitely many pairs (r, s) E Q2 for which Gp(x; r, s) is 
irreducible in C!![x] and consequently have Galois group Fpcpp, ,,* over CD. 
(b) The equation G,(x; u, u) = 0 defines an algebraic surface over Q. 
It might be of some interest to study structures of this surface. 
For this class of polynomials we have an effective Hilbert irreducibility 
theorem. 
THEOREM (111.4.3). Let Gp(x; u, v) be as in Theorem (111.4.1). Then for 
any pair (r, s) E Z2 with p j rs, G,(x; r, s) is irreducible in Q[x], and hence 
GaWpIQkFp,p-l,,2. 
Proof: Any pair (r, s) E Z* with p :, rs satisfies the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem (111.3.1). In fact, if 
(r2+ps2)(p-‘1)‘2(r+sJr--p)=~p for some g E Q(G), 
then 5 would be an integer (c + dfi)j2 in Q(G), i.e., c, dE Z, 
c = d (mod 2). But an equation 
2P(r’+ps2)(P-1)/2 (r+sfi)=(c+dG)p 
would be impossible, since the coefficient of 6 on the left-hand side is 
not divisible by p, while that of fi from the right-hand side is a multiple 
of p. Hence the assertion follows from Theorem (111.3.3). 
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111.5. Special Examples 
We construct some explicit examples of polynomials over Q as well as 
some generic families of polynomials with Frobenius Galois groups 
F21(p=7) and Fs5 (p= 11). 
PROPOSITION (111.51) (Fll). Let 
f(x) = x7 + 14x6 - 56x4 + 56x2 - 16 E Q[x]. 
Then Gal(f/Q) z Fzl. 
ProoJ: Take p = 7 and r = s = 1 in Theorem (111.3.3). Then 
G7(~)=26~7-24.7.23~5+23.7.26~3-7.29~-29 
and Gal(G,/Q) z F2,. Put f(x) = - (~‘/2~) G,(2/x). Then 
f(x) = x7 + 14x6 - 56x4 + 56x2 - 16 
and Gal(f/Q) g F,, , as f(x) is equivalent to G’(X) under Tschirnhausen 
transformation. 
PROPOSITION (111.5.3) (FS5). Let 
f(x) =.I?’ - 33x9 + 396x’ - 2079x5 + 4455x3 - 2673x - 243 E Q[x]. 
Then Gal(fiQ) z F,, . 
Proof. Take p = 11 and r = s = 1 in Theorem (111.3.3). Then 
GI,(x)= 21o{x11 - 3~11x9+22~32~11x7-33~7~llx5 
+34.5. llx3-35. 11x-35) 
and Gal(Gll/Q)r Fs5. Put f(x) = G,,(x)/2”. Then f(x) is the desired 
polynomial and obviously it has the same Galois group as G,, , i.e., 
Gal(flQ) z F,, . 
Remark (111.5.3). Proposition (111.5.1) may be proved using the 
criterion given in Theorem (11.3.2) (d). In fact, the polynomial in question 
satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions for Gal(f/Q) z F,, : 
(i) f(x) is irreducible over Q, 
(ii) Disc(f) = 224710 is a square, i.e., Disc(f) E Q*, 
(iii) P 7 (x) = P,,(x) is irreducible over Q, and 
(2) 
(iv) P 7 (x)= P,,(x) factors as follows: 
(3) 
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P,,(x) = (x7 +42x6 + 588x5 + 2800.x4 + 392.~~ - 5600x’ - 3920s - 496) 
x (x7 + 42x6 + 588x5 + 2800x’ + 392x3 - 48 1 6x2 + 1568x + 288 ) 
x (x21 + 126x*‘+ 7056.~‘~ + 23,0272x” + 481,4544x” 
+6645,8560~‘~+5,9473,8480x’~ + 31,1421,5856.~‘~ 
+ 54,4711,6416.~‘~ - 350,6790,9184x” - 2146,4404,7296.x” 
- 2149,7962,3936x” + 1,1794,9181,7728x9 + 2,6576,6694,8608x’ 
- 2,0448,8185,0624x’ - 8,6084,3363,4304x6 
- 1007,4578,1248x5 + 11,8480,8691,4048x” 
+ 3,0186,7667,0464x3 -6,7912,1981,4400.x2 
- 1,7604,7272,7552x + 1,2068,3315,6096) 
where each factor is irreducible over Q. 
Similarly, the polynomial f(x) given in Proposition (111.5.2) fulfills the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for Gal(f/Q) E F,, given in 
Theorem (11.4.3)(c). The polynomials P(i,)(x) and P iI 
(3) 
(x) (and its three 
distinct irreducible factors of degree 55) a’re too large to be included here. 
Generic polynomials having Galois groups F,, and F55 are given, respec- 
tively, as follows. 
PROPOSITION (111.5.4) (F,, ). Let 
G7(x; u, v) = 26x7 - 24. 7(u’ + 7~‘) x5 + 23. 7(u’ + 7v’)‘.u3 
-7(u2+ 70')3~~-L4(z42+7u2)3 
be a polynomial defined over Q(u, v). Then G7(x; u, v) is ireducible over 
Q(u, v) and Gal(G,/Q(u, v)) z F2,. 
Furthermore, for any pair (r, s) E Z2 with 7 j rs, the polynomial G,(x; r, s) 
is irreducible in C!![x] and consequently has Galois group F2, over Q. 
Proof: Take p = 7 in Theorem (111.4.1). The second assertion is a 
special case of Theorem (111.4.3) with p = 7. 
PROPOSITION (111.5.5) (F,, ). Let 
G,,(x; u, v) = 21o.u” -2811(14~+11v~)x~+2*11(142+11v*)2x’ 
-24’7’11(U2+11v2)3x5+22’511(z42+11v2)4x~ 
- ll(u2+ llv2)5x-U(u’+ llv2)5 
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be a polynomial defined over Q(u, u). Then G, ,(x; u, v) is irreducible over 
Q(u, u) and Gal(G,,/Q(u, u)) z F,,. 
Furthermore, for any pair (r, s)EZ’ with 11 .j rs, the polynomial 
G,,(x; r, s) is irreducible in Cl! [x] and consequently has Galois group FS5 
ouer Q. 
Proof Take p = 11 in Theorem (111.4.1). For the second assertion, read 
Theorem (111.4.3) with p = 11. 
111.6. Remarks and Problems 
We collect here some further results, and open problems for future 
investigation. 
PROPOSITION (111.6.1) (A p-adic version of Theorem (111.4.3)). Let p be 
a rational prime such that p z 3 (mod 4). Let G,(x; r, s) be as in 
Theorem (111.4.3), i.e., (r, s) E .Z2 with p j rs. Then G,(x; r, s) is irreducible 
over the field Q, of p-adic rational numbers, and it inherits the same Galois 
group as Gal(G,/Q), that is, Gal(G,/Q,) E FpCpp 1j,2. 
Proof A rational prime p - 3 (mod 4) is totally ramified in C, = O(<,,), 
so that (p) 2: (1 - [,)“- ‘. Furthermore, p is also totally ramified in 
N = C,( &) since 
cI = (3 + ps2)‘P- 1M2 (r+s\/--P)E&P(&i) 
and the congruence LY = 5” (mod p) has no solution 5 in C,. This means 
that (p) N ‘!Qp’“-” with some prime ideal ‘p in N of degree 1. Regarding N 
as an extension over Q,, the residue class degree of N is then equal to 1. 
Since the splitting field, M, of G,(x; r, s) is a subfield of N, it follows that p 
is also totally ramified in M, that is, (p) N Cpp’p-11’2. Hence G,(x; r, s) 
must remain irreducible over Q, and Gal( GJQ,) z Fpc p ~ , j,2. 
Remark (111.6.2). Thompson [24] has shown that any finite solvable 
group G all of whose Sylow subgroups are abelian can occur as the Galois 
group for a regular extension E of the function field Q(x) (i.e., Q is 
algebraically closed in E). We have shown that any Frobenius group of 
prime degree p: Fp,, 11 p - 1 can be realized as the Galois group for a non- 
regular extension of a function field Q(Y) (cf., Theorem (111.2.3)). 
PROBLEM (111.6.3). We know from the results of Section III.2 that any 
Frobenius group of prime degree p: Fp,, 1 I p - 1 is realizable as a Galois 
group over Q as well as over a function field over Q. The problem of actual 
constructions of polynomials having Fp,, 1 Ip - 1 as Galois group is still 
open for most of the cases. It boils down to the problems of 
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(1) finding an element ME C, satisfying the equivalent conditions of 
Theorem (111.2.1) for a suitably chosen t ( 1 d t < p - 1 ), and 
(2) determining the minimal polynomial for the pth roots of a (or for 
the real part of the pth roots of a). 
PROBLEM (111.6.4). The universal, or versa1 construction of polynomials 
with Frobenius groups of degree p: Fr,, 11 p - 1, is still an open problem. 
IV. FROBENIUS FIELDS 
DEFINITION. For any rational prime p > 5, we call a normal extension of 
Q, or of a function field over Q, of degree pl, 1) p - 1 with a Frobenius 
Galois group F,, a Frobenius field of degree pl. 
IV.l. Frobenius Fields over Q 
Concerning the discriminants of Frobenius fields of degree pl, 11 p - 1 
over Q, we prove a generalization of Theorem (1.2.2) in Jensen and 
Yui [ 151. 
THEOREM (IV.l.l). Let p be a regular prime number (i.e., p does not 
divide the class number of the pth cyclotomic field C, = Q(c,)). Then there 
exists a Frobenius field of degree pl, 1 I p - 1 over Q in which p is the only 
ramified finite prime (i.e., the discriminant of the field is equal to fp” for 
some n E N ), tf and only if ( p - 1 )/l is odd. 
For the “if” statement it suffices to assume that p does not divide the 
secondfactor of the class number of C, (i.e., the class number of the maximal 
real subfield of C,). 
Proof First observe that, without any assumption on p, the case 
l= p - 1 is trivial. One just has to consider the splitting field of xp - p over 
Q. Having dealt with this case, we now consider the non-trivial case. 
“Only if.” Let A4 be a Frobenius field of degree pl, 11 p - 1 over Q in 
which p is the only famified finite prime. M contains a subfield L such that 
L/Q is normal and Gal(L/Q) is cyclic of order 1. The (finite) part of con- 
ductor of L with respect to Q must be a power of p. Therefore, if L is the 
class field over Q with respect to the ideal group !& then !+j must contain 
the ray class group (r > 0 ( r = 1 (mod p”)} for some v, and hence L c C,. 
where C,” denotes the p”th cyclotomic field over Q. Since there is just one 
subgroup of index 1 in Gal(C,/Q), we conclude that L = CF), the unique 
subfield of C, of degree I over Q. Hence MZ CF’, and by 
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Proposition (111.1.5) we obtain MC, = C,( 6) for some cz in C,, where, 
with the notations of Proposition (III.1.2), we have 
p(a) = @‘BP, O<t<p-1, a$C;, PEC, (*I 
and tc = g (mod p), c of order 1 in IF p*; because of our assumption I# p - 1, 
we have t & 1 (mod p). Since the class number of Cp is not divisible by p, 
we see as in Theorem (1.2.2) in Jensen and Yui [ 151 that we may assume 
that 
a = (1 - i,)“v, O<a<p-1 
where y is a unit in C,. Because the prime ideal (1 - [,) of C, is invariant 
under p, the relation (*) implies that a = 0 and thus a is a unit in C,. Let g 
be a primitive root modulo p and let 
E,=(l-[$)(l-i,g’)(l-&,-‘(l-c;‘)-’ 
with 1 <j< (p - 3)/2. For the automorphism p of C, over Q, we have 
P(Ej)=Ej+,EL’ whereby E,, _ , j,2 = 1. 
Since p is regular, p does not divide the class number of the maximal real 
subfield of C,. Hence by classical results of Kummer, the group of 
cyclotomic units has an index in the full unit group of C, that is not 
divisible by p. Taking into account that C,( &) = Cp(@) for p j n, we 
may without restriction assume that CI is written in the form 
a=.2 n E;” 
I </<(P-3)/2 
where E is a root of unity. A straightforward computation shows that the 
condition (*) yields the following congruences modulo p: 
a, E ta,, 
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Consequently, t must be a quadratic residue and thus c is a quadratic non- 
residue modulo p. The proof of “oniy if’ part is now completed by observ- 
ing that (p - 1 )/i is an odd integer when I is the order of a quadratic non- 
residue c. 
“If.” To prove the “if’ part, we just assume that p does not divide the 
class number of the maximal real subfield of C,. This means that the group 
of cyclotomic units in C, has an index in the full group of units in C, which 
is not divisible by p. If c has order I modulo p, the number t defined by the 
congruence tc = g (mod p) is a quadratic residue modulo p. The proof of 
the “only if’ part shows that there exists a unit c1 in C, for which 
p(a) = d/3”, +q, BEC, 
and thus the field C,C$) c1 contains a Frobenius field of degree pl over Q in 
which p is the only famified finite prime. 
We now consider Frobenius fields over Q associated to polynomials with 
Frobenius Galois groups Fp,, II p - 1. Let f(x) E Q[x] be an irreducible 
polynomial of prime degree p > 5 with a Frobenius Galois group F,,, 
II p - 1. Let K := Q [x]/(f(x)) be the field defined by f(x) over Q, and let 
M be its normal closure. Then M is a Frobenius field over Q of degree pl. 
M contains the unique cyclic extension, L, of degree I over Q, which is the 
fixed field of the Frobenius kernel of F,, r Gal(f/Q). From the construc- 
tion, the algebraic number fields K and L are linearly disjoint and the com- 
positum K. L is the normal closure 44. Let { ai 1 i = l,..., p} be the set of 
roots of f(x) in M. As Gal(f/Q) z F,, is solvable, a result of Galois (cf. 
Cebotarev [25, p. 337)) implies that M is generated by two roots off(x) 
over Q. The situation is illustrated by the fields diagram, Fig. 3. 
PROBLEM (IV.1.2). Retaining the above notations, let M be generated 
by two roots tll and clz, say, over Q, i.e., M = Q(a, , al). Describe explicitly 
the roots c(~ ,..., cc,, in terms of CI, and c(? over Q. 
With K, L, and M as above, for field discriminants, we have the follow- 
ing qualitative results derived from trace form considerations. For a finite 
extension P of an algebraic number field F, Dis(F/F) denotes the field dis- 
criminant of F over F. The notation Q!*/Q!*2 stands for the factor group of 
Q* = Q - (0) modulo squares JQ*~. 
,/iY ---- normal extension 
\ 
d.~.:~~/~” 
----- non-normal extension 
FIGURE 3 
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PROPOSITION (IV.1.3) (cf. Conner and Perlis [2]). Let f(x) E Q[x] be 
an irreducible polynomial of prime degree p Z 5 with a Frobenius Galois 
group Fr,, 11 p - 1. Let K, L, and M be the algebraic number fields associated 
to f(x) which are defined as above. Then the following assertions hold true: 
(a) Disc(M/Q) = Disc(L/Q) in Q./Q**. 
(b) Disc(M/Q) # 1 in Q*/Q** if and o&y if 2 Il. 
(c) Assume that Disc(M/Q) # 1 in Q*/Q** and that 2’11 I with r > 2. 
Then Disc(M/Q) in Q*/Q** is a norm from Q(fi)/O. 
Proof (a) We have in general 
Disc(M/Q) = Norm,,,(Disc(M/L)). (Disc(L/Q))P. 
As p is odd, (Disc( L/Q))” = Disc(L/Q) in Q*/Q*‘. Since M is a cyclic 
extension of L of degree p with Gal(M/L) g Z,, by Theorem 1.3.4 in Con- 
ner and Perlis [Z], Disc(M/L) = 1 in Q*/Q**. Indeed, Gal(M/L) g Z, has 
no nontrivial cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. It is then obvious that 
Norm,,,(Disc(M/L)) = 1 in Q*/Q . ** This yields the desired identity in 
Q*/Q*2. 
(b) Again by Theorem 1.3.4 in Conner and Perlis [2], Disc 
(M/Q) # 1 in Q*/Q** if and only if Gal( M/Q) g Fpl has a non-trivial cyclic 
Sylow .2-subgroup. The latter condition is equivalent to the condition 2 If. 
(c) Let T be the cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup of Gal(M/Q) z Fr[, and let 
F be its fixed field. Then there exists the unique cyclic extension, E, of 
degree 2’ over Q contained in L and with Galois group Gal(E/Q) z T. 
Furthermore, by (a) and (b), as Disc(M/Q) = Disc(L/Q) # 1 in Q* Q*‘, E 
contains the unique quadratic subfield Q( r- Disc(M/Q)) = 
O(dm). Then by Lemma (V.7.1) in Conner and Perlis [2], we find 
that - 1 EQ* is a norm form Q(,/m)= &p(Jm). Then 
by the duality, Disc(M/Q)=Disc(L/Q) in Q*/Q*’ must be a norm from 
Q(J-r). 
Remarks (IV.1.4). (a) The assertions proved in Proposition (IV. 1.3) 
are not always true for polynomial discriminants Disc(f ). For example, 
consider a polynomial f(x) E Q [x] with Galois group F2r = D, (so I = 2). 
Then Disc(f) = 1 (resp. # 1) in 0*/Q ** if and only if p = 1 (mod 4) (resp. 
p- 3 (mod 4)). This implies that Proposition (IV.1.3)(b) is false for 
polynomial discriminants. 
(b) For trinomials f(x) =xP +ax+ be Q[x] with prime degree 
P3 5, some interesting results on polynomial discriminants and 
ramifications of primes in the field defined by f(x) in Q*/Q** have been 
obtained by Conner and Perlis [2] from trace form considerations. 
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IV.2. Frobenius Fields over Function Fields 
We first obtain a generic quintic polynomial over the function field 
Q(u, v) with Galois group F20. 
PROPOSITION (IV.2.1). Let Q(u, v) be the junction field over Q with u 
and v indeterminates, and let A4 be the splitting field over Q(u, v) of the 
polynomial 
where 
F(x; u, u) =x5 + a(u, v)x + b(u, v) 
Suppose that the discriminant off 
5 5 
u’-6u+25 
u”(u’- 5U2 + 15 + 5)’ 
not a square in Q(u, v), i.e., 5(u’ - 6u + 25) 4 Q(u, v)~. Then 
Eal(F/Q(u, u)) z F20. Furthermore, A4 is a regular extension of Q(u, v), that 
is, Q is algebraically closed in M. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem (11.2.3) by the trans- 
lation theorem. To prove the second assertion, let E be the algebraic 
closure of Q in M. Then E is a finite normal extension of Cl and 
Gal(E/Q) z F20/H for some normal subgroup H of F,,. If E # Q then H 
must be {l}, Z,, or D,, and in that case E would contain a field Q(4) 
with aE Q*\Q**. By the translation theorem in Galois theory, this 
implies that Q(u, v)(A) = Q(u, v)(JDisc(f)) = Q(u, v)( 5(u2 - 6u + 25)) 
and hence 5a(u2 - 6u + 25) E Q(u, v)~. This is manifestly impossible. 
Therefore, E= Q and hence A4 is a regular extension of Q(u, u). 
We now study in detail the generic quintic polynomial with Galois group 
F20 obtained in Proposition (IV.2.1) in some special case. Take v = 1. Then 
) = x5 + a(u, 1)x + b(u, 1) E Q(u)[x] 
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is irreducible in Q(u)[x] and has Galois group Gal(f/Q(u))zFz,. Let 
{a,li= l,..., 5} b . e its roots over Q(U) and let M denote the splitting field of 
f(x) over Q(U). Then M= Q(u, c(, , c(~) and the remaining roots CQ, CQ, and 
rx5 are rational functions of c(i and CQ over Q(u). (Problem (IV.1.2) for p = 5 
with Q!(U) in place of Q was asked by J. G. Thompson. Explicit descrip- 
tions of the elements all, R,, and CQ are still open.) M contains a unique 
cyclic extension, L, of degree 4 over Q(u), which is just the fixed field of the 
Frobenius kernel of F,,. As Disc(f) is not a square, i.e., 
5(u* - 6~ + 25) $ Q(u)‘, M therefore contains the quadratic field 
Q(u, JDisccr,, = Q(u, J 5(u2- 6u+ 25)) which is the unique quadratic 
subfield of L and [L : Q( u, ,,/5(u2 - 624 + 25))] = 2. L has the property that 
L = Q(u, l) for some 4 EL for which l2 E Q(u, J5(u2 - 624 + 25)). We now 
determine explicitly such an element 5 E L. 
LEMMA (IV.2.2). With the above notations in force, one can choose an 
element 5 EL such that L = Q(u, 5) and <*EQ(u, J5(u2 - 6u + 25)) as 
follows: 
<=&5O(u*-6u+25)* 10(u+5)J5(u2-6u+25)). 
Proof This follows from Theorems 11.3.9 and 11.3.10 in Jensen and Yui 







and expressing dm in terms of u, we obtain 
-25(u’-6u+25)T5(u+5) 5(u*-6u+25)) 
2(u-5)* 
Since Q(u, ,/m = L, we may choose 5 E L as claimed. 
The situation is illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 4. 
FKXJRE 4 
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Now consider the field L(o) = L(i). L(i) is a Kummer extension of 
degree 4 over Q(u, i) = Q(u, 0). John G. Thompson has asked the 
following question (in a private communication); Can one find an explicit 
element w E Q(u, i) such that L(i) = Q(u, i, 0) where Q4 = o? We can 
answer his question by finding explicitly such an element d4 E Q(u, i) in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION (IV.2.3). We retain the above notations. Then L(i)= 
Q( u, i, 13) where 
d4 = (u’ - 6~ + 25)[ 125( - 3~’ + 50~ - 75) + 5OOi(u’ - 25)] E Q(u, i). 
Proof: To find the 8, we use the following elementary observations. 
Let F be a field. If F= F(Jr$) with c, d E F is a cyclic extension of 
degree4 over F, then d(c’-d)EF’, and &i)=F(i)(Jq)+iJy&)). 
We then have 
where d(c2 - d) E F’ so that Jm E F. 
Now take F=Q(u) and F= L= Q(u)([) with 4 given as in Lem- 
ma (IV.2.2). So c = -50(u2 - 624 + 25) and d= 5OO(u + 5)‘(u2 - 62.4 + 25). 
Then L(i) = Q(u, i, Q) where e4 is obtained as claimed by a straightforward 
computation. 
The situation is illustrated by the field diagram, Fig. 5. 
Remark (IV.2.4). Let Q(u, u) be the function field with indeterminates 
u and v over Q, and let A4 be the splitting field of the polynomial 
G,(x; u, u) = (u’ + pu2)““Tp(x/~~) - u(u2 + JW’)‘~- I)” 








J. P. Buhler has raised the following question: For which pairs (r, s) E L2 
and (r’, S’)E Z* in Theorem (111.4.3), do the polynomials G,(x; r, s) and 
Gp(x; r’, s’) have the same splitting field over Q? 
The following proposition gives an answer to the question. 
PROPOSITION (A.l). Let (r, s) E Z* and (r’, s’) E Z2 be two pairsfor which 
p 1 rs and p j r’s’. Then G,(x; r, s) and G,(x; r’, s’) have the same splitting 
field over Q, if and ony if there exists an integer t, 1 < t < p - 1 such that 
($ + ps2)‘P- I)/* (r + sv/-p)[(r’* + PS’*)‘~~ ‘)‘*(r’ + s’&)]l= Qp 
for some 0 E Q( fi). 
Remark (A.2). Since there exist infinitely many principal prime ideals 
in Q(A) generated by numbers of the form (r +s&), p l rs, it 
follows, for instance, from general class field theory, that there exist 
infinitely many pairs (r, S)E Z* p i rs, for which the splitting fields of 
G,(x; r, s) over Q are mutually distinct. 
Remark (A.3) (cf. Remark 11.4.4)(d)). On the constructive realization 
of M,,, meanwhile, Matzat and Zeh, in a forthcoming paper titled 
“Realisierung der Mathieugruppen M,, und M,, als Galoisgruppen iiber Q 
II,” have given an explicit polynomial in Q [x] with Galois group M,, . In 
fact, they have constructed generic families of polynomials over Q with 
Galois groups M,, and M,,. 
Remark (A.4) (cf., Remark (111.4.2)(b)). Let S be the surface defined 
by the equation Gp(.x; u, u) = 0 in the afline 3-space A3. Regarding (x, U, U) 
as homogeneous coordinates in the projective 2-space P2, G,(x; U, v) = 0 
defines an irreducible algebraic curve, Y, in P2. Let C(Y) denote the aftine 
cone of Y. Then C(Y) is also irreducible, and S is noting but C( Y). In fact, 
S is birationally equivalent to Y x P’. In particular, S cannot be a K3 sur- 
face. 
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